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Chapterr  Six 
Sacredd Narratives as Trauma Healing Therapy: 

Lif ee Histories of Iraq i Shi'it e Women in the Netherlands 

Introduction : : 

Hee who remembers us (the family of the Prophet Muhammad) or he from whose 
eyess a tear as small as the wing of a gnat will fall at our mention, God will 
forgivee all his sins, be they endless as the foam of the sea. 
—Ja'fer—Ja'fer as-Sadiq (the sixth Imam in the Shi'ite Islam) 

Too fully understand the history-telling narratives of the Iraqi Shi'ite women who have settled in The 
Netherlands,, one must study their religious rituals of mourning and remembrance that influence these 
narratives.. These rituals, as we shall examine, have a context within the sacred histories and religious 
symbolss of Shi'ism and are employed as a means of connection, commemoration and, in particular as a 
healingg process. 

Thiss chapter explores the women ritual of majlis al qiraya (the gathering for remembrance and mourning) 
forr the ahl al-bait (the Prophet's Family, also referred to as The Holy Family.) The women rituals are 
privatee and culturally veiled rituals that usually take place in the home and involve primarily women and 
children63.. The majlis al qiraya is the setting for the recitation of laments; tragic life stories of the ahal al-
baitbait in the form of poetry, and for ritual acts of weeping and mourning. The main aim of the poetic stories 
andd laments is to describe and share the experience of the ahl al-bait's sufferings in defense of their faith 
andd for the sake of bringing justice to their Islamic nation64. Although the stories and poems are part of 
Shi'itee popular culture, their association and origin in the ritual of the majlis al qiraya is highly 
significantt Listening to the stories and the poetry as they are recited at majalis al qiraya provides an 
excellentt insight into the ways in which ordinary Shi'ite people establish and maintain links to their 
religion,, and utilize the religious symbols of these sacred and traditional narratives. 

Thiss chapter seeks to explain how Iraqi Shi'ite women in the Netherlands have used this contact with their 
religiouss symbols and sacred narratives to overcome their own suffering, their fear, their sense of loss and 
betrayall  and their emotional collapse in the face of violence and death. The main goal of this chapter is to 
arguee that that the use of religious knowledge serves as a healing process. To support this argument I shall 
exploree how the narratives function for these women, helping them to heal the psychological and 
emotionall  wounds of wars and deal with their refugee status and exile. I shall also show how they find 
comfortt in collective crying during the ritual narration of the betrayal and the death of ahal al-bait and 
howw they vent their own pain through oral traditions that focus on the sufferings of others. 

Shi'it ee Narratives and the Framework of Religion: 

Thee mainstream of rural Iraqi Shi'ite society, like most traditional societies in the Middle East, views life 
andd interprets it through the prism of religion66. This applies in particular to Arab-Islamic society which 
definess its own origins and raison d'etre within the context of a definitive religious vision. 

633 Shi'ite Women cann be religious leader  (Mulla) while Sunni women can not be an (Imam) or  a religious leader  but they can held private 
religiouss teachings for  women. 

***  About the suffering of the Holy Family see al-Amili , 1992; al- Aqaad, 1997; Arjomand, 1996 

655 For  maintaining links with the religious symbols see al-MuZafar , 1999; al-Wa'li , 1997; FaDlallah, 1997 

6666 About religion and Middl e East societies see Cooke, 2001; Joseph, 2000; Hoffman, 1992 
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Religionn in traditional societies is central in establishing the social and cultural structure of a community. 
Karra rr  Husayn has defined Islam's own cultural significance as a "a series of responses to both a man, the 
Prophet,, and to a book, the Holy Qur'an" . (Schubel, 1993: 15) Thus, one of the crucial differences 
betweenn the Shi'ite and the Sunni communities, the two most significant doctrinal-communal divisions in 
Islamm is reflected most clearly in their  respective attitudes toward the relationship between "th e man"  and 
'th ee book". For  the Shi'ite, according to Karrar  Husayn, the proof of the verity of the Qur'an hes with the 
Prophett  For  the Sunni, however, the argument is reversed. The Qur'an is its own proof by virtu e of its 
i'jazi'jaz (miraculous uniqueness). Thus, in Sunni Islam "th e book"  takes degree of primacy over  "th e man". 
(Schubel,, 1993:15) 
Thee central principles of Shi'ite Islam therefore, include the centrality of and devotion to ahal-al-baif1 

andd the remembrance of the personal histories of Prophet Mohammed's family. The emphasis on 
individuall  and communal allegiance to "th e man", the Prophet, himself, has important consequences in 
Shi'it ee thinkin g and practices, including Shi'ite rituals. As far  as the Shi'ism is concerned, to be a Muslim 
iss to offer  allegiance to a person (Mohammed) as well as to a Message (Qur'an). (Schubel, 1993: 16) This 
vieww of Islam as a personal allegiance facilitates the generation of sacred narratives about persons to 
whomm allegiance is due. The very name of their  religious sect emphasizes this fact Shi'ism takes its name 
fromfrom  the Arabic word shi'ia meaning "partisan of'  or  "supporter  of'  and refers specifically to the 
supporterr  of Ali 68 the cousin and son-in-law of the Prophet Mohammed. The Shi'ites believe that God and 
Mohammedd designated Ah as the rightfu l and legitimate successor  to the political as well as spiritual 
authorityy of the Prophet. The Sunni, on the other  hand, believe that Ali is the fourth Caliph69 in Islam and 
wass preceded by the three Caliphs (Abu Bakr, Omar and Othman) in a classical or  golden age of dejure 
legitimatee political authority characterized by these men who make up the epoch of the Four  Righteous 
Caliphs.. (Schubel, 1993: 16) 

Thee Shi'ite could not understand the Muslim community's betrayal and rejection of Ali' s right,  from the 
beginning,, to the Caliphate because for  them the Imamate is something much greater  than a mere political 
officee left to a consensus of some of the Companions of the Prophet But in the history of Islam, Ali was 
overlookedd when deciding who was to be the Caliphate. The Imamate, (in contrast to the Sunni 
understandingg of the same position but as Khalifa, or  Caliphate) is an office of miraculous power  and 
carriess with it both mystical and soteriological dimensions. It should be emphasized at this point that the 
Shi'it ee differ  from the Sunnis in that they view the Imamate as something inherently Islamic, and not an 
accretionn from a pre-Islamic influence, a view held by opponents of Shi'ism. The Shi'ites offer  evidence 
off  their  position from both the Qur'an and the Hadith70 literature. Part of their  argument is based on a 
quranicc Verse (2:124) in which God promises that he will make Ibrahim (Abraham of the Old Testament) 
andd his descendants Imams. The Prophet Muhammad and Ali , his cousin, according to religious history 
aree descendants of Prophet Ibrahim through his son Ismail. Muhammad as the Prophet of Islam is last in 
thee line of prophets, but Ah, as the verse says, was promised by God to be Imam71. 

lik ee the Prophets, Ali and the Imams are thought to be ma'sum (immune from error). Thus, they are 
capablee of guiding the community because they have extraordinary and esoteric knowledge (Urn) given to 
themm from the Prophet The Shi'ites claim it to be a necessity to follow the Imams because they have this 
holyy knowledge. (Hoffman-Ladd, 1992: 626) For  the Shi'ite, the Prophet and his family are more than 
simplyy human beings. They are a prophetic wisdom incarnate. Thus, the appropriation of Ali' s right  to the 
caliphatee is a sacrilegious betrayal and rejection of that wise light 

Seee the family tree drawing at the end. 

688 Ali is the first  Imam and the father  of the twelve Imams (mentioned above) of the Shi'ite tradition . 

699 Caliph literall y means successor  and was the titl e given to those who held power  over  the Islamic empire after  the Prophet 

700 Hadith sayings and acts of the Prophet. 

711 Imam. Imam in Arabic means "leader" . In Islamic terminology this refers to any person who leads others in prayers. However, in 
Shi'it ee theology the Imam also refers to one of the twelve successors of the Prophet 
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Thiss light imagery is an important part of Shiite narratives and is the source of their sacred narratives and 
miraculouss stories about ahl-al-bait. The idea that the Holy Family represents the prophetic light in the 
worldd explains the devotion and love of the Shi'ites for them. This devotion and love to ahl al-bait is 
centrall  to Shi'ite piety. Virtually all Shi'ite teachings, whether in oral form (with which this chapter deals) 
orr written form, are filled with quotations from the Qur'an and Hadith, and there is a clear awareness that 
theirr beliefs have firm textual authority. 

Thee Qur'anic verse commanding Muslims to love the Prophet's family is 42:23 "I do not ask this of you 
forr any reward other than the love of kinfolk", which the Shi'ites interpret to mean, the Prophet's kinfolk, 
thee ahl al-bait. Both Sunnis and Shi'ites around the world interpret this verse of the Qur'an as the Prophet 
askingg nothing for himself, but only for his relatives. In short, he is asking the Muslims to love his family 
(Hoffman-Ladd,, 1992: 622 and Schubel, 1993: 74). The love of ahl al-bait is accepted by both the Sunnis 
andd Shi'ites and unites them. Most Sunni communities as well as all the Shi'ites express their love for the 
Prophet'ss Family by visiting and taking care of their tombs, composing love poems for them, holding 
celebrationss and giving charity in their names. In addition to that, the Shi'ite community holds mourning 
rituals,, which serve as a platform for expressing their love to ahl al-bait. One form of expressing their 
lovee in this context can be found in the strong narrative dimension, which is inherent in the traditional 
Shi'itee community, whether as writers, poets or storytellers. This is where they seek the meaning of life in 
thee proper modes of behavior of a "man", exemplified in the Prophet and his family. 

Thee search for meaning in the life histories of the Holy Family, as history itself and in the remembrance of 
thiss history, are important elements of their culture72. The life histories of each Family member and the 
earlyy historical events that occurred during their lives became important sources for the Shi'ite narratives 
att  the majalis al qiraya. n 

Expressingg Adoration through Story: 

Att this point one should note the strong relationship between history and allegiance74. History is crucial 
forr the Shi'ite because those to whom allegiance is due acted out the drama, which is a guide to proper 
conductt in the crucible of history. The importance of history for Shi'ite piety is reflected in the ritual 
calendar,, which contains more than forty-eight important days of anniversaries of death and 
commemorationn and birthday celebrations. These include the deaths and births of the Prophet, the twelve 
Imams,, the women of ahal al-Bayt, in particular, Sayyida (Lady) Fatima75 and Sayyida Zaynab76. 

Thee importance of the history of ahal al-bayt is the essential element of all Shi'ite rites and ceremonies. 
Eachh historical anniversary gives Shi'ite Muslims the opportunity to reaffirm their allegiance through 
emotionall  acts of devotion. Their devotion and love for ahal al-bayt determine, according to the Shi'ite 
teachings,, the forgiveness of their sins. The very thing that allegedly distinguishes Shi'ism from Sunni 
Islamm at the level of popular piety, devotion to ahl al-bait,v& the focus of Shi'ite religious life. 
Additionally,, as Hoffman-Ladd observes, the hope of salvation through their love of the ahl al- bait is the 
definingg aspect among the Shi'ites. (Hoffman-Ladd, 1992: 628) 

Thiss devotion of the Shi'ite Muslim to the family of the Prophet is expressed by visiting their tombs and 
cultivatingg a personal relationship with them. Personal contact with ahal al-bait is maintained during the 
entiree religious rituals of mourning and remembrance. On the other hand, in the obligatory canonic prayer 

722 Taking ahl al-Bait as symbols and examples to follow see al-Mugarm, 1992; Shem al-Din, 1989; Husayn, 1995; al-Khlili , 1987 

733 The majalis al qiraya is the main ceremony whereby the stories discussed in this chapter  are held. 

744 The Muslim connect history with piety. Islamic history is considered by Sunni Muslim also as sacred and part of one's religious duty. 
Thee early Muslim historians were not paid for  writin g history because they wanted to show their  piety and serve their  religion. Writin g 
andd telling-history is considered the duty of a Muslim (Khider, 1995: 67-224; Fahmi, 1983:5-8). 

755 Fatima the daughter  of the Prophet and the source of the Imams. 

766 Zaynab the daughter  of Fatima and the granddaughter  of the Prophet and the sister  of al-Hassan and al-Husayn. 
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theyy share with the Sunnis, in which the centrality of the ahl aUbait is only hinted at in the prefacing al-
adhanadhan (the call to prayer), the Shi'ites make mention of Ali as well as of Mohammed whereas the Sunnis 
doo not. 

Thiss contact can be seen in its most strikin g and visible form during the public remembrance and 
mourningg of the martyrdom of the third Imam, al-Husayn77. The revival of his memory takes place in the 
monthh of Muharrm7*. The rites of remembrance and mourning of al-Husayn are intense and continue for 
tenn days. The grief begins slowly and reaches its climax on the 10th of Muharrm;  the day al-Husayn was 
martyredd in the battle of Karbala79 in 661 A.D. Karbala is a city in southern Iraq, and the original 
homelandd of some of the women interviewed in this study. 

Althoughh the battle of Karbala was only a small one in terms of the number  of troops and casualties, the 
impactt  it had historically on Shi'ism was and still is staggering. (Richard, 1995: 29) The battle of Karbala 
representss for  all Shi'ites the prototyped struggle between the persecutor  and the righteous under 
oppression.. The martyrdom of al-Husayn represents to them every struggle for  justice and the suffering 
thatt  is always implici t in such struggles. On each occasion there is a reinactment of a persecutor  and the 
righteousrighteous who are oppressed. This belief explains why many of the women who were interviewed for  this 
studyy would say: "Histor y is repeating itself. We are oppressed by Saddam as al-Husayn was oppressed by 
Yazid80" " 

Inn their  poetry, these women use al-Husayn and Yazid symbolically to refer  to their  own suffering and 
oppression.. To the Iraqi Shi'ites in particular , the noble self-sacrifice of al-Husayn will steer  their  hearts 
andd their  consciences, and it will ring out throughout their  history. In the year  661 Al-Husayn was asked 
byy the people of Iraq (from Kufa81, a city in the south of Iraq and also the original homeland of many 
womenn interviewed in this study) to come to Iraq and lead them in revolt against Yazid, who is perceived 
byy the Shi'ites as a persecutor  of his fellow Muslims. Al-Husayn answered their  call and moved from 
Medinaa to the south of Iraq. Before he reached Kufa, al-Husayn and his small entourage were surrounded 
byy Yazid and his army, and without any relief from Kufa, al Husayn was martyred in Karbala along with 
nearlyy all of his family. The people of Iraq were very scared of Yazid and in the end they have failed to 
riserise up and fight with him. In other  words, the very people al-Husayn had come to support and rescue in 
responsee to their  call betrayed him. 

Thiss historical accumulated feeling of guilt has given the memory of al-Husayn and the battle of Karbala 
speciall  meanings in the psychology of each individual Iraqi Shi'ite. The memory of al-Husayn and his 
betrayall  by Iraqi s is very vivid and alive and it has an impact on their  consciousness. As al-Haydari 
observes::  "For  the Iraqi Shi'ite, Karbala is connected with the history of martyrdom and continuous 
sadnesss and mourning. There is no land that has been bloodied as the land of Karbala and no nation that 
hass mourned its hero as the Iraqi Shi'ite have mourned al-Husayn. To some extent, that sadness and 
mourningg for  al-Husayn has become part of the character  of the Iraqi Shi'ite selfhood"(al-Haydari, 1999: 
35)) For  these reasons, the Iraqi Shi'ite women interviewed for  this study have kept the memory of Karbala 

777 Al-Husayn: Al-Husayn, the third Imam. The youngest son of Ali by Fatima. 

788 Muharr m is the first month in the Islamic calendar  and the month in which al-Husayn was martyred. 

799 Karbala is a city in south of Iraq. The historical significance of Karbala is traced to its being the site of the martyrdom of al Husayn in 
thee Islamic year  (61) and 661 A.D. Since the tenth century, Karbala has also become known, in addition to its prosperity as an 
agricultural ,, religious, and scholarly center, for  the shrine of al Husayn which is frequented by many Muslims who come to visit t al 
Husaynn and ask for  his blessings. The shrine of al Husayn is coveredd with ivory, gold, silver, and other  precious stones. In the same 
shrine,, al Husayn was buried with his two sons (Ali and the infant Abdullahi) . And close to al-Husayn's tomb, there is that of his brother 
al-Abbas.. To the east of al-Husayn tomb, there is that of al-Kassim, the son of Imam al-Hassan (the second Imam). Karbala is situated 
closee to al-Furat River. (al-Haydry, 1999:257-272) 

800 Yazid was Oomayat a usurping illegitimate dynasty from the Shiite perspective, that came to power  following the death of Imam Ali 
andd had already challenged his authority during his brief lifetime as Sunni Khalif a and first Shi'ite Imam. 

811 Kufa is a city in south of Iraq where the first Imam Ali carried out his duty as the forth Muslim Caliphe. 
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alivee in their  minds and have continued to practice their  religious rites of remembrance and mourning al 
Husayn'ss martyrdom. 

Althoughh a portion of the rites of majalis al-qiraya (those rites relating specifically to Al-Husayn) are an 
integrall  element of the complex ritual activities at the time of Muharram rites of mourning, the rites of 
majalismajalis al-qiraya have their  own momentum. Unlike the muharrm rites which are carried out only during 
thee first ten days of the month of muharrm and are known as majalis al-Azza al-Husayni, the majalis al-
qirayaqiraya is practiced throughout the year  and involves remembering and mourning all the members of the 
Prophet'ss family, not only al-Husayn. These rites are held at least forty-eight times a year. Although 
practicedd throughout the year, majalis al-qiraya and majalis al-Azza al-Husayni share similarities. Azza in 
Arabicc comes from the same root as a word meaning to console or  to under  take patience. It means a 
"ceremonyy of mourning" . In general, the actions of al-Azza include the mourning of congregations, 
lamentationn with the beating of the breast, and other  actions which seek to express the emotions of grief 
andd anguish to the dead. However, for  the Shi'ite the term al-Azza is used specifically with the memory of 
Imamm Al-Husayn. 

Thee ritual s of remembrance always involve weeping to show devotion and sympathy for  ahal al-bayt The 
phenomenonn of crying incites much criticism from the Sunnis. To the Shi'ite, weeping for  ahal-al- bayt 
andd in particular  for  al-Husayn is not only legitimate but redemptive. "Ther e have been very many texts 
fromfrom  the Imams of the Holy Family (ahl al-bait) from the time of Imam al-Husayn to the Awaited Imam, 
thee Mahdi82, which urge weeping for  the fate of Imam al-Husayn. He who is unable to weep should 
pretendd to weep". (Shems al Din, 1989: 217) 

Thee seventh Imam Musa al-Kazim83 describes ritual  weeping in still stronger  terms. If one wants to share 
inn the blessings of those who sacrificed their  lives at Karbala, then whenever  one remembers the 
calamitiess of Imam al- Husayn, one should cry and say: "Oh, I wish that on the day of Ashura (the day he 
wass martyred) I could have been a companion of the martyrs of Karbala" . 

Forr  the Shi'ite, weeping for  Al-Husayn and his family is a sign of true Islam. By weeping, each person 
showss his or  her  allegiance to the true designees of God and the Prophet (Shems al Din, 1989: 218) 
Unlesss one has a hard heart, one cannot help but cry and the inabilit y to weep over  such a heinous crime 
mayy be taken as evidence that one is spirituall y lost In addition, in his teachings, the sixth Imam, as-Sadiq 
askedd the Shi'ite to compose poetry about al-Husayn and his uprising and also called for  his memory and 
thee memory of ahl al-bait to be kept alive. He has also said: "Ther e is no servant (servant of God) whose 
eyess shed tears for  us, whom God will not grant the reward of countless ages in Paradise". (Shems al Din, 
1989::  218) 

Keepingg the memory of the Holy Family alive is attributed to Sayyida Zaynab when she said to Yazid (the 
rulerr  who killed al-Husayn): "By God, you will never  take from us our  memory". (Shems al Din, 1989: 
218)) During an interview one of the women said that without Zaynab everything about the history of ahl 
al-baital-bait would have been long forgotten in the annals of history. These legitimate teachings concerned with 
rememberingg the history of ahl al-bait, mourning and weeping for  them, composing poetry and keeping 
theirr  memory alive is a major  part of Shi'ite piety. 

Indeed,, the religious rites of mourning and remembering play an effective role in the lives of ordinary 
Shi'it ee people, allowing them to express their  allegiance, piety and devotion to ahl al-bait through 
narratives.. Weeping is powerful in its own right  and it facilitates an immediate encounter  with the 
characterss in Shi'ite narratives. 

Ass mentioned above, remembrance of ahl al-bait is central to Shiite religious belief. To be "a good 

822 The Mahdi is known as the waited and the hidden Imam who the Shi'ite believe would reappear  at the end of time "t o fil l the earth with 
equityy and justice as it was filled with oppression and tyranny" . (al-Haydry, 1999: 327) 

833 Mousa the son of Jafa'ar  who was called al- Kazim (the restrainer) since he was known for  his gentleness, forgiving nature, patience 
andd his ability to restrain his temper  and suppress his anger. al-Kazim was fatally poisoned in the Islamic year  183/791 A.D. (al-Haydry, 
1999:268-274) ) 
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Shi'ite""  is not only to attend the remembrance ceremonies but also to hold, organize and take an active 
partt  in them. The mourning and weeping are not separate elements of the rites of remembrance in terms of 
methodd and content: they interact with each other. The phenomenon of mourning and weeping together 
constitutess ritual grief in the rites of remembrance of ahl al-bait. 

Inn the eyes of the Shi'ite community, the nature and status of ahl al-bait have an effect on the power  of 
thee narratives produced in these religious rites. By virtu e of the exceptional character  of being ma'sum 
(protectedd from error) the participants in the prophetic light are considered to some extent to be capable of 
performingg miracles. "Th e ability to work miracles is taken as evidence of spiritual authority" . As Habiba, 
onee of the women I interviewed for  this study, mentioned in her  narrative "Ima m al-Kazim is the source of 
safetyy and comfort. He is the problem solver, and the giver  of wants and needs."  As many of the women 
mentionedd in their  narratives, they refer  to Imam al-Kazim as "Abu Tulbd* (the father  of requests), 
becausee he does not deny anyone his request or  need 

Itt  had quite noticeable during the interview and ritual  ceremonies an effect of the Imams and ahl al-bait in 
thee women's lives and narratives. Most of these women have mentioned or  sworn by the head of al-
Abbas,, the son of Ali and half brother  of al-Husayn. They invoked him in their  narratives and in their 
dailyy conversations as "Abu al-ra's al-han"  (the father  of the hot head) as they explained to me that al-
Abbass is known for  his fury and his powerful signs. From their  stories one could say al-Abbas has great 
influencee and impact on their  lives since his personality extends from that of the head of a trib e to that 
whichh stands for  more rooted and essential values. He is reknown for  his physical abilities, his 
horsemanship,, decency, and courage, all of which he exhibited in Karbala. It is notable that these women 
swearr  by his name and refer  in their  stories to the "sword of al-Abbas"  and the "fla g of al-Abbas"  or  the 
"breadd of al-Abbas."  The latter  is bread that is stuffed with cheese and mint and which is used as an 
offeringg in the south and central areas in Iraq. 

Inn their  narratives these women believed that every Muslim who is a true lover  ahl al-bait should visit 
thesee scared shrines especially those in al-Najaf84, Karbala al- Kazimeya85 and Samara86 at least once in 
hiss or  her  lifetime. And those who visit these scared shrines acquire special religious and social status 
sincee they are perceived as true lovers of the Prophet's family. If an individual from a distant rural area 
wantedd to visit these holy shrines, as these women said, he or  she must first raise enough money for 
provisionss to undertake such trip . And when such person comes back from his visit to these holy shrines, 
hee or  she is sometimes named the "Visitor "  which means spiritual pilgrim 87. Almost all the women who 
weree interviewed in this study had gained the titles of "Visitor. " 

Mostt  of these women were actually residents of these holy cities. The titl e of Visitor  pertained to those 
whoo lived afar  and had succeeded in making the Holy Visit to the sacred sites. It also, metaphorically 
appliedd to those who were actually from these sacred cities, in that the blessings or  grace of "visiting " 

Thee city of an-Najaf lies in the outskirts of the Western desert in Iraq to the west of the city of al-Kufa and to the West South of 
Baghdad.. An-Najaf, which is 160 km away from Baghdad, is considered one of the most well-known sacred cities in Iraq. In the center of 
an-Najaff  lie the Imam Ali mosque and shrine, both of which are majestically and beautifully built This famous mosque is one of the most 
importantt places of worship and shrines in Iraq. The dome of this mosque is covered with gold. Because of the shrine of Imam Ali , an-
Najaff  has become a very scared place and the object of desire and hope of every Shi'ite in the world whose ultimate wish is to be buried d 
inn this shrine so that she or he can claim the advocacy and protection of Imam Ali on the Day of Judgment. (al-Haydry, 1999: 240-256) 

855 Al-Kazimeya is geographically and historically connected to Baghdad. It is three miles north of Baghdad and it is affected by the 
developmentt of the latter. In the center of al Kazimeya lies the shrine of the two Jawad Imams. Imam al-Kazim who was metioned earlier 
andd the other shrine belongs to his grandsonn Imam Mohamed al-Jawad who died in the Islamic year 219/835 A.D. (al-Haydry, 1999:268-
274) ) 

866 Samara is 120 km. North of Baghdad and it is to the east of Degla River. Imam Ali al-Hadi was buried in Samara when he died in the 
Islamicc year 254 (868 A.D.) The Imam's son, al-Imam Hassan al Askari was also buried there, next to his father, in 260 (Islamic year) 
/8733 A.D. Samara also has the Ghaiba Tunnel, a beautiful wooden door that is still present until today and from which Imam al-Mahdi 
disappearedd according to the Shi'ites who expect his return to bring back justice to the earth after it has been filled with tyranny and 
injustice.. (al-Haydry, 1999:278) 

877 For more information about the Shi'ite pilgrimage see Sykes, 1910 and his book The Glory of the Shia World, the Tale of Pilgrimage. 
Alsoo see al-Haydry, 1999:240-286 
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suchh sites were theirs every time they went to the physical location of the shrines. They used to visit these 
scaredd shrines every day to do the regular  prayers or  for  visitation. The women who came from the rural 
areass or  lived far  away from these cities used to visit every Friday night in addition to the regular  annual 
visitss of muharrm, which is the most important visit to Karbala on the tenth of muharrm (Ashoura Day) 
andd the Fortieth Day of very year. These visits have their  norms, rules, and rituals. As it was explained in 
theirr  narratives the visitors are expected to do their  ablutions and to take off their  shoes and their  weapons 
priorr  to their  entrance to the holy shrines. In their  mind these visits to scared shrines are a way for  the 
Shi'it ee visitor  to connect with God through his supplications and prayers to the scared Imams. The 
prayers,, the visits, and the supplications that are carried out in these shrines have very special status and 
significancee because they serve as a means of asking for  the mediation and protection of the Imams and 
invokingg their  help in fulfillin g one's special need or  request These women mentioned that there are 
speciall  prayers that are said to get closer  to God and other  prayers to ask for  the advocacy and protection 
off  the Imams. There are also prayers to ask for  guidance and help in times of crises, need, or  despair  as 
welll  as those to ask for  subsistence and wealth or  for  health and a cure for  illnesses.88 

Anotherr  traditio n developed by the Shi'ites of Iraq centered upon their  Imams. As was described in these 
narrative,, Naher cd-Furat (the Euphrates River) and its water  are sacred to many Shi'ites. The water  from 
thiss river  is invoked in many of their  prayers and their  supplications that were made in holy visits and in 
ritualsrituals  ceremonies. The sacredness of the water  of this river  is traced to the battle of Karbala in which 
Imamm al-Husayn, his family, and followers were martyred close to Naher al-FuratP It is believed that al-
Husaynn and his followers died close to this river  while they were thirsty under  a scorching sun in the 
desert.. Yazaid, the enemy of al-Husayn, blocked al-Husayn's path to the river,  preventing him and his 
followerss from obtaining water  from the river.  The unjust thirst of al-Hasyan and his men as they sought 
thee river  in vain has been immortalized in song and poetry by the Shi'ite. Moreover, in yet another  story, 
Yazidd and his men killed al-Abbas, as he was tryin g to reach the river  to bring water  to the thirsty women 
andd children. Thus the water  from the Euphrates is filled with holy significance. 

Aroundd this story many rituals were developed that related to the sacredness of the Naher al-Furat. (al-
Haydry,, 1999) As Souad said, "i t is important for  us to wash in Naher al-Furat before visiting al-
Husayn'ss shrine because its water  cleanses us from our  sins". It is notable that during the months of 
muharrmmuharrm and Safar of every year, and especially in the hot summer months, "many people make offerings 
off  cold and iced water  in mosques and holy shrines as well as in the street and markets", as Nadiah 
recountedd to me. She also mentioned that "outside many households, coffee shops, restaurants, and stores 
theree are placed big pots full of cold water  with signs that read 'Drin k the water  and curse Yazid', 
meaningg Yazid the killer  of al-Husayn."  Also, as Fatima explains, many people wash their  dead in al-
FuratFurat  river  before burying them in Wadi al Salaam (the Peace Valley) in an-Najaf as a way of blessing 
theirr  deceased Moreover, because it is believed that al-Husayn was killed in Karbala while he was thirsty, 
hee is referred to, as Mona, another  woman in the study, explains, as "he who offers water  to the thirsty on 
Judgmentt  Day."  Mona, like countless of other  Shi'ite beleivers, added that she wishes to be among the 
peoplee who will be offered water  by him in that Day of Judgment. 

Traditiona ll  belief attests that Karbala acquired its sacredness because the tragedy of the martyrdom of 
Imamm al-Husayn occurred on its soil. (Ashur, 1994; al-Haydry, 1999; Mahfuz, 1950) 
Thus,, the soil of Karbala has become sacred too. It is a custom that many Shi'ite Muslims carry some of 
thee soil of Karbala with them, in that it once was covered with the blood of the martyr , al-Husayn and his 
family.. The word "turba "  and its plural "turab "  refer  to any pure clay that is taken from the holy Karbala 
soill  or  from the land around its holy shrines. Such pieces of clay are dried and burnished in square, 
rectangularr  or  oval shapes and placed on prayer  mats so that the person who is praying places his or  her 
foreheadd on them instead of the ground. 

888 Muslim oral and written culture is full of these kinds of prayers. These prayers could by created by the person her/him self asking God 
too filful l his needs or  it could be take from the Qura'an, Hadith, Imams teatchings, certain teachings of a sufi Shakh, certain books written 
byy religious people and from the prayers that were said after  each of the five prayers that performed everyday. These prayers are found in 
thee different Muslim communities Sunni, Shi'ite and Sufi teachings. The famous prayer  book in the Shi'ite traditio n is al-Saha'af al-
Sajadiahh of the fourth Imam Ali Zayn al-Abdeen the son of Imam al-Husayn. 

899 Naher  al-Furat literall y translates as "sacred waters", and Karbala translates as "sacred soil". 
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Too confirm their love and faith, all sectors of Shi'ism, from the wealthiest traders to the poorest farmers, 
havee collectively spent a great deal of money in building these scared shrines, covering the minarets with 
puree gold, as well as decorating the tombs with the most valuable and expensive of decorations and 
Arabicc writings. More than a century ago, there emerged and developed, in many cities and holy shrines, 
placess of worship and religious rituals, especially during the festivals of the months of muharm and Sqfar. 

Thesee places are called "a/ Husayniyaf*** after Imam Husayn. "a/ Husayniyaf' have religious, social, 
political,, and cultural significance. They have also turned into social clubs and cultural gatherings where 
knowledgee and scholarly opinions are exchanged. (Fadhallah Mohammed, 1997:46-49) 

Healingg at the Shrines: 

Itt is notable that from their narratives these women have visited these shrines more often during difficult 
times.. For example, all of them said that they have visited these shrines frequently during the first and 
secondd Gulf wars. As many women were interviewed for this study have observed that the number of 
visitss to al-Najaf, Karbala and al-Kazimeya increased considerably particularly among women who lost 
theirr husbands and brothers in the war. The phenomenon of women who could not afford to visit and thus 
sentt letters of complaints, requests, and supplications to the Imams also became very prevalent during that 
time.. Such letters included requests for peace, health, protection, and the safe return of the beloved ones 
whoo had been lost or imprisoned during the wars. Many women mentioned that the tomb of Imam Ali in 
al-Najaff  was filled with hundreds of such letters, that they were pasted in layers on the windows and the 
doorss of the tomb. This phenomenon reflected the suffering, fear, and pain that the Iraqi men and women 
weree experiencing at the time. In fact, the writing of such letters may have been the only means that was 
availablee to these people to express and to relieve their suffering. Only through written requests could the 
womenn seek support from the Imams, who are considered especially trustworthy and comforting since 
theyy are the only ones capable of keeping secrets and assisting those in need. 

Duringg these times of plight, it was the women who actually suffered the worst from anxiety and social 
andd psychological pressure since they were more repressed, oppressed, and thereby more marginalized 
thenn the men in their society. At the same time, it was the women who mostly sought peace and comfort 
Thus,, their visits and the prayers in these shrines had a psychological function in addition to their religious 
functionss because such visits helped them experience peace and comfort in order to cope with their 
anxiety.. (al-Haydry, 1999) 
Inn other words, these visits served as a temporary treatment, delaying or even preventing the possibility of 
aa nervous breakdown. In their narratives the women shared that they would present their requests and 
offeringss to the Imams when they wanted assistance. Amina, one of the mid-aged informants said she 
madee a vow to give a certain offering to the tomb if her request was fulfilled. In her narrative, she 
explainedd this process of supplication. To symbolize this pledge, she would tie a green thread in the 
tomb'ss window, as is the custom. When God answered her request and supplication, she would keep her 
voww and make the offering by throwing some money or gold through the window or by giving offerings to 
onee of the keepers of the shrines or distribute money for the poor in the name of the Imam. Jamilah, one of 
thee elderly informants mentioned in her story of how Imams can cure illness. In one of her visits she 
witnessedd visitors who had brought their sick son and tied him to the tomb's window until he was cured at 
whichh time they left the shrine rejoicing God. 

Habiba,, one of the elderly and key informants mentioned in her narrative that the Ba'ath regime forbade 
thee Shi'ite rituals of mourning and remembrance in 1977. She narrated that the police locked the big gate 
thatt lead to the shrines of al-Husayn and al-Abbas. Then the police stood by the locked gate, carried their 
gunss to prevent people from entering the shrine. People stood by the gate praying, chanting and suddenly, 
shee and the crowd saw the gate opening on its own. The police, frightened, ran away, and the Shi'ites 
enteredd the gates with joy to pay their respects. Another story narrated by Fatima recalled when the 
governmentt forbade the rituals of rememberance of the Prophet's family, ahal al-bayt. It also prohibited 

Speciall  places built for participating the mourning rituals. 
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thee pilgrimage to the holy shrines. But the Shi'ites would never  conform to such a banning, because, as 
shee describes: 

Itt  runs in their  blood to worship this Holy Family! I remember once after  this 
banningg decree in 1980 a rich man from our  neighborhood brought many buses at 
midnightt  and invited people to travel free of charge to Karbala. At 3 a.m. in the 
morningg we drove down to the area of the Ma'amil and from there were went on 
foott  to Karbala to reach the Holy Shrines and visit Imam al Husayn, al Abbas and 
Imamm al Kassim. After  this, we went back to spend the night in a tent! We were a 
groupp of girls and we were laughing, weeping, and talking! We stayed in the tent 
untill  12 noon the next day when we were told that there would be jogging 
[joggingg symblizes their  support to al-Huyan]. In this rite many people were 
joggingg together  in the memory of the murder  of al Husayn. Even kids of only 
fourss years were involved in this rite, all dressed in green. People were reciting 
forr  al Abbas during the jogging, but never  to Zaynab. We believe that al Abbas 
wouldd get nervous if she were mentioned It happened that during the "Harder " 
jogging,, some people mentioned her. I was washing my face when I saw smoke 
fromfrom  the top of al-Abbas tomb! We were amazed and people were scared. Then 
wee were ordered not to mention her  again! Where I started jogging I nearly 
faintedd and was about to fall down. A man met me and gives me a sweet, milk-
lik ee drink . When I drank it I felt myself refreshed again and jogged for  three 
hours—wass still ready for  more. However  they banned us from this jogging. 
Duringg jogging we recite: 
Thee Abbas where is the promise? 
Thee Abbas Zaynab was taken hostage by Ben Saad! 
Thee Abbas where is the promise? 

Ann old man ridin g a horse was leading the caravel and we repeat after  him. He 
wass reciting much poetry and we repeat in reply to him. In our  area the 
communistt  party was very active amongst the Shi'ites while the religious Islamic 
partiess were not Although the communists were heretic, they still observed the 
Shi'it ee rituals. They served the funerals and did the Husayn readings. They 
believedd in the story of El Hussein as guaranteed truth . That was the society they 
hadd entered and they could not change its practices! 

Thesee narratives attest to the centrality of remembrance in the Shi'ite culture, as well as to the particular 
centralityy of collective remembrances in honor  of the Holy Family. Believers are usually brought to tears 
ass a rule, and in another  level, physically exercise their  own bodies as they enjoin in commemoration 
process.. Such physical and emotional exertion serves to increase the spiritual connection participants have 
too each other, to the culture, and most importantly , to the holy stories themselves. As Habiba and Fatima 
describedd the bans and prohibition s on such rituals, it becomes evident that their  power  is recognizable 
evenn outside their  community. In Iraq, the government worked hard to limi t or  end such gatherings. But 
thee Shi'ite community persevered. 

Inn addition to the belief of the miraculous quality of the Imams, the Shi'ites also believe that, according to 
tradition ,, the 12th Imam had the power  of invisibility . He became known as "Th e Hidden"  (al-ghaiba) 
becausee he was able to hide from his enemies who wanted to assassinate him. This doctrine of the 
"Hiddenn Imam"  suggests that the 12th Imam (who was born in the 8th century) is not dead, but, rather, has 
withdrawnn from earthly life. Until the moment arrives when God requires his services on earth to preach 
Islam,, he will remain invisible. His return will bring justice to both the East and the West. 

Thee women I have interviewed constantly pray for  the Hidden Imam's return, saying: "Ma y God speed his 
return.""  According to their  explanations to me, they feel they need him to bring justice to the world and to 
theirr  own situation. The performance of miracles and the miracle of the "Hidden Imam"  brought to the 
Shi'it ee a high expectation that aM al-bait would help them cope with their  suffering and fulfi l their  needs. 
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Thee miraculous quality of ahl al-bait made the ordinary Shi'ite treasure narratives and stories of other 
Shi'itess being helped and contacted by ahl al-bait. 
Thee narratives produced in these majalis, from the retelling of personal life histories to the miraculous 
storiess of ahl-al bait, are all sacred narratives. The narratives are specifically retelling the stories of 
braveryy and sacrifice of the sacred heroes and heroines of Karbala are called the "narratives of 
Karbala"(Jüütafcc Karbala) or Karbala discourse. There are more than forty majalis a year. The majlis I 
havee chosen to describe in this chapter is the majlis of al Sayyida Zaynab the sister of al-Husayn. Her 
majlismajlis is a perfect example illustrating both narratives. She represents the Prophetic Light and she also 
tookk an active part in the battle of Karbala. She is known as "Zaynab the heroine of Karbala". The 
generatingg of these narratives is based on a common understanding that the Prophet and his family lived 
livess full of incidents, which are meaningful signs for those possessing the spiritual insight to read them 
Hence,, the importance of recounting history historical narratives is central to the Shi'ite piety. Connecting 
pietyy with narratives explains the number of narratives produced throughout the year in majalis al-qiraya. 

Inn a study of mourning rites and their narratives it is important to understand how the sacred narratives 
and,, in particular "the narratives of Karbala", have affected the lives of the Iraqi Shi'ite women in exile. I 
alsoo seek to explain how these women have used the ceremonies of mourning to mourn their own sorrow 
andd to heal their own suffering and trauma. One must bear in mind the fact that these women have 
experiencedd severe religious and political persecution under Saddam's Hussein, suffered the experience of 
twoo Gulf wars and a failed Uprising, and became refugees and exiles. Presently, their status as refugees in 
exilee drives them to seek release, hope and help through the power of miracles. As these women attempt 
too rebuild a life for themselves, they listen continuously to majalis al-qiraya narratives and make them a 
recurringg part of everyday conversation. The part that historical narratives play in their lives is very clear. 
Inn this chapter I wil l discuss how they have used the narratives of the rites of mourning and remembrance 
too serve their Shi'ite religion and in so doing, release their own personal pain and anxieties. 

Thee Setting of Remembrance: 

MajalisMajalis al-qiraya91 is held in private homes where an invited congregation may vary from a dozen to a 
hundredd women, but averages around fifty . The mullaya9*, an Iraqi colloquialism for a female mullah, 
servess as the leader of women's majlis. They are usually local women who have had traditional training. 
Onlyy women are allowed to attend these majalis and there must be no men within earshot. Women have 
thee opportunity to listen to both female and male mullas. The women's majlis has a longer and more 
complicatedd structure. The majlis hostess is very aware of the range of choices open to her in terms of the 
mullayamullaya she may choose, the types of performance she may sponsor, the hospitality she may offer, and the 
ambiencee of the gathering she may create. 

Thesee ceremonies of remembrance in majalis al-qiraya follow a procedure that builds up to an emotional 
climaxx and then falls into a period of calm reflection. Describing the activities of a typical majalis al 
qirayaqiraya in chronological order best shows this procedural nature. 

Thee first step in the process is the preparation of the location. The performance I will recount in detail 
tookk place at the home of one of the interviewees, who happened to be mullaya, herself. I arrived at the 

Myy position in this ritual was as an empathetic oral historian. I used the participatory-observation technique used by anthropologist to 
observee and understand, and lived with the Iraqi Shi'ite women in an attempt to snare a common ground and experience what they 
experienced.. This put me in a position of camaraderie and sympathy. To do justice to their stories, I needed to understand fully the 
expressionn of their poetic forms and their manner. Although they are serving their religion with the most pious of intentions, these women 
doo not realize that it is also part of a releasing and healing process. 

mullayaa is the religious specialists who recite the lamentation and the poetic stories in majalis al-Qiraya are called mullah for a male 
andd mullaya for a female. The task of the mullaya is to evoke the atmosphere for the Karbala in the context of an expository sermon 
designedd for the religious edification of the community. The mullaya doesn't read from scripture. She recites from memory in a poetic 
mannerr facts from religious history and often fictionalized religious tragedies. The mullaya herself might be not an educated woman but 
shee is always a woman with a great experience and talent The mullaya of this study achieved this position by attending the Majalis since 
shee was a child. Both her grandmother and mother were mullaya as well. Over the years, she memorized the poetry and trained herself by 
observingg the techniques of story-telling. 
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mullaya'smullaya's house at three o'clock in the afternoon on 17 September  1999 to attend a majlis al-qiraya for 
mourningg and remembering al-Sayyida Zaynab, who died on 11 Rajab 662. The majlis was to be held at 
sevenn in the evening, but I came early to observe and help preapre the house, as participation in 
preparationn is part of showing piety. Two other  women had already arrived to help in the preparation, 
whichh included cooking and moving furnitur e out of the sitting room. The room was then empty apart 
fromfrom  a big colorful Iranian (ajami) carpet and a few pictures on the wall. There were three pictures in the 
mullaya'smullaya's sitting room. One of them was a picture of the first Imam Ali , the second was of the third Imam 
al-Husayn,, and the third image was a nearly wall-size poster  of a field of palm trees'3. It is interesting to 
notee that most of the houses of the Iraqi women in the Netherlands have these exact pictures on the wall. 
Inn addition, some houses have verses of the Qur'an or  a saying of one of the Imams in calligraphic Arabic. 
Thee aim of this visual presentation is intentional, namely, to remind them of their  country, their  history 
andd their  religion. 

Thesee visual presentations also represent an entrance into understanding their  rituals. As Raddely 
explainedd this phenomenon, by saying that people who are forced to move homes establish a special form 
off  remembering, which he calls grieving. (Raddely, 1994: 50) Due to their  displacement, these people use 
thee concept of possession and thus loss of objects as a vehicle for  defining their  own stories, and thus, 
suchh remembering is part of a narrative. Its purpose may be to repair  a biographical disruption, which the 
individuall  has suffered. Objects are used and presented to evoke memories, but they also remain 
embeddedd in the material world, and so sustain certain myths and ideologies that relate to the individuals 
andd to the culture at large. (Raddely, 1994: 51) The shared memory of a collective past is recalled and 
commemoratedd within the framework of each individual' s own experience. The material artifact sustains 
thee remembrance and shapes the order  of the recounting of the history. (Radelly, 1990: 57) Relating these 
findingss back to the walls of the majlis, for  these Iraqi women, such pictures represent their  past, present, 
andd future, providing a setting within which to tell their  own stories. 

Thee preparation of food began at four  o'clock.94 Five women packed the kitchen chatting and cooking. 
Thee sound of their  voices mixed with the sound of washing dishes and glasses. In next to no time Iraqi 
ricerice with French beans and dill , a spicy Iraqi kebab, a vegetable sauce, and Iraqi bread and salad were 
ready.. By six thirty , most of the women had arrived and it was time for  the maghrib (sunset) prayer. 
Beforee the prayer, I was given a small, fine round stone to place under  my forehead whenever, in the 
formall  movements of the prayer, my forehead was to touch the ground. Each of the women had one. The 
womann sitting next to me told me: 'Thi s piece of a turba was made from the earth of Karbala and it is our 
traditio nn to use this earth, which was purified by the blood of al-Husayn, for  prayers, to represent the land 
wheree al-Husayn was martyred for  us." 

Thiss stone, representing the first  step in the ritual  of remembrance, serves as the gateway into the history 
off  Karbala and ahl-al-bait. At that moment I realized how a Shi'ite would be reminded of his/her  unique, 
Shi'ite-specificc history five times a day (the number  of Muslim prayers per  day) by the usage of this 
turba. turba. 

Thee picture of al-Husayn in the middle of the wall facing the women was further  physical evidence of 
Karbala.. The Karbala stone for  prayer  and the Imams' pictures are significant objects in remembering the 
historyy of aht-al-bait. As Radelly said, there are objects made especially to help us to remember. Since 
remembrancee is at the core of Shi'ite belief, the deployment of such objects is particularl y important. It is 
forr  this reason that the artifacts of place are as important to the Shi'ite rites as the sacred text they recite. . 
(Radelly,, 1990:48) 

Radellyy stated that our  culture allows us to recognize that the importance of an ordered material world 

933 The palm tree plays a central rol in Middl e Eastern culture and in the religion of Islam. It produces dates, coconuts, milk , as well as 
fiberr  and wood. It also has many cultural ructions. The palm tree leaves are used in different occasions such as weddings and for  blessing 
thee dead. In addition to that the trunk of me tree is used in building houses and in making furniture . Highly symbolic of Divine Grace, the 
palmm tree is also a large icon of nostalgia for  the homeland of Iraq, as discussed in Chapter  Five. 

944 Food constitutes a large part of establishing familiarit y and community for  the Iraqi culture, and arguably, for  all cultures across the 
world. . 
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alsoo pertains to the interior of people's houses. The space people create for themselves is designed with 
theirr remembrance priorities in mind. Visitors and guests recognize this and usually remember according 
too how the placed pictures and artifacts ordain. Objects are signiflers as to how people go about 
establishingg their individual and collective past They establish a connection with the past, which helps to 
sustainn identity. In this way, people can enjoy a sense of the past through the connection to a history that 
theyy have not themselves created or presented. (Radelly, 1990: 47-48) Artifacts and the ordered 
environmentt also serve as a tangible basis from which one recall the setting of a past event There is a 
sociall  psychology of remembering that extends beyond an individual cognitive faculty into a common 
recollection.. Though singular ways of remembering may be different, the collectivity of remembrance can 
bee evoked through one individual's presentation thereof, (ibid: 49). Thus, with the familiar images on the 
walll  and the nostalgic smells of Iraqi dinner in the air, we all began the maghrib prayer together. Upon its 
completion,, the mullaya left the living room, not to return until the actual rites began. . 

Thee Remembrance and Mournin g Rites of Zaynab: : 

Thee aim of the stories that unfolded in this majalis is to describe the pain suffered by the members of the 
ahlahl al-bait. In these remembrance and mourning rites the Shi'iic draw inspiration from the lives of the 
femalee members of ahl al-bait, who set examples of female heroism. They also gather strength from the 
livess of the twelve Imams, who suffered persecution and martyrdom, and from the committed Shi'ites 
who,, in the centuries of persecution that followed, met similar fates with apparent equanimity or even 
enthusiasm.. These stories blend the fantastic with the historic; the events recounted are not simply 
historical,, they are meta-historical. Their content and recitation are archetypal, and in some senses, 
outside,, yet paralleling real time and place. 

Heree I am going to concentrate on the "constructed" poetic stories that invoke memory of Sayyida 
Zaynab.Zaynab. In this ceremony, the retelling of the story only begins after the adequate establishment of the 
visuall  preparation (discussed above) and the spiritual preparation, the canonic prayer of Islam heightening 
Shi'itee consciousness by use of the Karbala stone. 

Noww the women are ready to enter into the emotional part of the rituals. The women, dressed in black, sit 
onn the floor in four lines in a square facing each other, with their backs against the walls. When the first 
squaree is completed, the latecomers start a new line inside the square, forming a second square. The small 
childrenn Mup to three years of age sat next to their mothers or on their laps. The older children, from age 
fourr upwards, sit together, forming another square. While seated the women converse quietly with each 
other.. But once the mullaya returns to the room and begins to recite, the women and children keep quiet. 

Thee ceremony begins the moment the mullaya re- enters the room. Her position in the group is the focal 
point,point, at the very center of the last square, so that all the women and childrencan clearly see what she is 
doingg and hear what she is saying. The majlis begins calmly with the first al-q'da (the sitting), as the 
womenn remain seated listening to the mullaya. In this majlis, the al-q'da lasted for approximately thirty 
minutess during which the Mullaya moved slowly but methodologically into the next section of the 
ceremony,, which would be far more emotional in nature. The mullaya begins the rites in the first al-q'da 
byy reciting verses of the Qur'an for blessings. Then she invoke this prayer on the Prophet and his family: 

Prayerss and peace upon our Prophet Mohammed and his family, the kind and 
purifiedd people. God's prayers and peace for our guide Imam al-Husayn and his 
sisterr Zaynab. Secure shall be whosoever follows your way and the one who 
holdss to you shall never be disappointed. We are with you, our lords. Being your 
supporterss would be our greatest reward. 

Thenn the women join the mullaya in reciting "Ameen" to close the prayer. What she has just recited is a 
commonn Shi'ite prayer for ahl al-bait. Then, the mullaya addresses Imam al-Husayn in her own words, 
andd this recitation is a free, improvised expression of the mullaya's personal feelings. 

Childrenn are brought to majlis for  the sake of experiening the ritual . The transformation of the ritual knowledge is done by experience 
onlyy not by verbal teachings. 
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Ohh my Imam Husayn, often I visited your tomb and touched the earth in which 
youu lay. Now I long to return to you. Years have passed in which I missed the joy 
off  being in your garden. I have tried to visit you, but the flashing sword of Yazid 
(Saddam)) prevented me. When it became so difficult to see you I visited al-Sham 
(Syria)) to taste and smell the earth of Sayyida Zaynab's tomb. Your presence in 
Sayyidaa Zaynab let me commune with you. Sayyida Zaynab and you are with us 
inn sprit although far away. 

Thee mullaya is apologizing for not being able to do her duty and visit Imam al Husayn's tomb in Karbala. 
Shee explained that Saddam, whom she called Yazid, would not allow her to visit Unable to resist her 
longingg for ahal-al-bayu however she travels to Syria, one of the places where Sayyida Zaynab is 
believedd to be buried. Sayyida Zaynab was very close to her brother, and thus through her, the Mullaya is 
stilll  able to regain the joy of al-Husayn's blessings. 

Thee mullaya continues, saying that she feels their presence (Al-Husayn and Zaynab) with her in The 
Netherlands.. Then she recites prayers and blessings specifically upon Sayyida Zaynab, in whose 
remembrancee this ceremony is being held. When the prayers and blessings end she tells a brief story that 
recountss Sayyida Zaynab's role in the historical events of Karbala. 

Husaynn knew that he was going to be martyred. This is why he took the women 
off  his family with him. He wanted Sayyida Zaynab to complete his message after 
hiss death. He knew that his sister was capable of doing that. Sayyida Zaynab was 
indeedd present at Karbala and she survived the battle with the female members of 
thee al-Husayn family and one male, Ali the son of al-Husayn. Sayyida Zaynab 
becamee the protector of the Prophet's family. When they were taken as captives 
too Kufa she spoke to the governor of Kufa in defense of her brother and his 
family.. Then they were taken to Yazid (the Sunni Caliph of the Muslims) at that 
time.time. At his court in al-Sham (Damascus) she spoke out in defense of her sisters 
andd saved her nephew from being killed. Sayyida Zaynab was brave and did not 
fearr Yazid and his army. She was in a weakened position before the Caliph, but 
herr strength carried the message through the most difficult of times. 

Thenn the mullayah addresses a special prayer to Sayyida Zaynab in the name of all those assembled at the 
majlis. . 

Ohh Sayyida Zaynab, woman of faith and light, granddaughter of our Prophet 
Mohammed,, we ask you to brighten our life with your wonderful light and to 
givee us the strength to face the difficulties of our time. May God help us to meet 
withh you in your high place in paradise. Oh, our great Sayyida Zaynab, bless our 
gatheringg in your name and thousands of prayers and peace be upon you. 

Afterr this brief story and commemorative prayer in honor of Sayyida Zaynab, the mullaya stands up and 
beginss to recite an elogy from the perspective of Sayyida Zaynab as she witnessed the martyring of her 
brotherr al-Husayn in Karbala. She starts the recitation in a peculiar, deliberately quivering voice, 
conjuringg images of a lute. Musical in quality, the strings of lament flow from one theme to another. The 
recitationn begins with the infamous battle, giving details of the martyring of al-Husayn. 

Thee poetry of the majlis: 

Repetitionn and simplicity of phrasing characterize this poetry. The laments vary considerably in length, 
structuree and content. Throughout, however, the style remains very simple. The first verse of the poem is 
ann invocation and hymn of God's Oneness and Power. The second verse is a brief introduction to 
Zaynab'ss story. It ends with the poet as Sayyida Zaynab, asking the listeners to say ai-Fatiha96 for her 

966 al -Fatiha is the first  verse (sura) of the Qur'an. Its brief duration, comprehensive nature, and frequent repetition approximates. The 
Lord' ss Prayer  in Christianity . Yet its centrality to the religion of Islam makes it a common invocation in any important moment 
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soul.. The laments rituaJly invoke a relationship of kinship, always beginning with phrases like "Oh my 
brother""  or "Oh my mother". In the first line of the First Lament, Sayyida Zaynab calls her brother "the 
sonn of my mother." In Arab culture when someone connects a relationship to the mother it indicates an 
extremelyy close connection. Thus, Sayyida Zaynab is expressing the kindest feelings possible toward him, 
too the extent that she wishes to die so that she could be with him. 

Ohh son of my mother, 
Myy soul has left me 
Butt what iss the use of my soul without you 
Yourr pain is my pain 
Yaa Husaynnah, Ya Husaynnah! 

Afterr each episode in the Lament the women join with the mullaya in chanting the one line refrain: Ya 
Husaynnah,, Ya Husaynnah! (Oh my Husayn!). The second verse describes Zaynab's role in the battle and 
herr situation when she sees al-Husayn's corpse. 

Zaynabb moving in the thick of battle, 
Too provide succor to her brother 
Suddenlyy saw his mutilated body, 
Streamingg with blood, 
Herr breath taken away 
Byy the howling wind and sand 
Herr eyes seeing nothing 
Yaa Husaynnah, Ya Husaynnah! 

Thee next verse shows that when she saw his body, she realized she was destined to continue his fight, 
albeitt alone. 

Shee saw his mutilated body, 
Streamingg with blood, 
Shee threw herself upon his lifeless body, 
Sayingg the arrows, which cut you down, set my heart ablaze, 
Yaa Husaynnah, Ya Husaynnah! 

Thee second Lament differs from the first in that it does not speak only about Zaynab but about the people 
aroundd her during the battle. This also emphasizes her leadership role and that she became the main 
characterr after her brother died. 

Thee first part of this Lament alludes to how Sakina, her niece and the daughter of al-Husayn broods over 
thee death of al-Husayn's brother, her uncle Abbas. During the battle, Sakina became so thirsty, she asked 
herr uncle, Abbas, to bring her water. As described previously, al-Husayn's group was cut off by the 
enemyy from the naher (Euphrates River) al-furat, which was the only source of water in the area. When 
Abbass attempted to overcome his enemies and obtain water from the naher al-furat, the enemy killed him. 
Inn her guilt, the young Sakina called to her aunt Zaynab 

Ohh Aunt, he died because I asked for water 
Whatt use of my life without his, 
Waterr that I needed to quench the 
Flamess within my body 
Whatt am I to say a dropp of water for his life? 
Yaa Abbas, Ya Abbas! 
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Thee ensuing lament reminds us of yet another  event at the battle of Karbala. It is the story of al-Kassim, 
thee nephew of Zaynab who was killed in his youth. It is al-Kassim's grief-stricken mother  who 
"addressed""  this lament to Sayyida Zaynab, and it expresses the feelings of any mother  or  sister  whose 
sonn or  brother  (like al-Kassim) has died in war  before having the chance to marry. This lament of al-
Kassimm is very popular  among the women in The Netherlands, because many have lost young sons, and 
thuss identify with the mother  of al-Kassim. During its recitation, many of them break into tears. 

Ohh my son, Oh Zaynab 
AA young man ready to be wed, 
Neverr  to be a groom 
Hiss blood is his Henna and, 
Thee earth is his coffin 
Thee candle of his youth 
Hass been extinguished 

Ohh Zaynab, hear  what I say 
Hee will never  be a groom 
Hiss blood is his Henna, and, 
Thee earth is his coffin. 

Whenn this lament ends it is time for  the physically active part al-waaqfe (the standing). The women 
loosenn their  scarves, stand up and form one circle around the midlaya who recites an especially powerful 
lamentt  that she chants in a strong but grief-stricken voice. Its dirge-like rhythms evoke deep pain that 
echoess the anguished rhythms of Shi'ite funerals. The women's voices become stronger  and louder  as 
theyy join the mullaya, chanting in unison the refrain: "Y a Husaynnah, Ya Hussayna!"  or  a variant: "Ah a 
Yaa Husaynnah, Ya Husaynnah!". Al-waaqfa is undoubtedly the emotional climax of the rites. Though the 
womenn and the mullaya have wept and cried during the previous laments, in this standing performance the 
cryingg is more intense and their  own sense of their  love and remembrance of ahal al-bayt is at its most 
passionate. . 

Whenn the mullaya observes that the women are at a height of emotion, she beats her  chest and her  face 
withh her  hands to make the women cry still more until they all achieve a state of unity in their  sorrow. 
Thatt  state of unity is maintained by the mullaya, who focuses her  gaze upon any individual woman who 
hass not reached the group's level of expression in order  to encourage her  to increased outward grief. The 
chantt  continues as the women start to rock back and forth in unison, following the rhythm with the beating 
off  their  chests. All are weeping97 by this point, and some are even crying out in sudden bursts, "Y a 
Husayn,, Ya MaZlum! "  (Oh Husayn, Oh Victim of Tyranny!) or  "Ya litana, kunna kunna ma'k Ya Husayn !" 
(Wee wish we were with you Husayn!) or  "Ya Husayn, Allah yal'nak ya Yazifd\Oh Husayn, God curse 
Yazid!). . 

Inn the lament chanted by the mullaya, Sayyida Zaynab calls upon her  walf%, who in this case is her 
deceasedd father, the first Imam and spiritual guide Imam Ali , for  help. 

Callingg on her  father  and his followers 
Too mount their  horses 
Too slay her  enemy with all speed 
Saying,, who will support me? 
Don'tt  desert me in my hour  of need 
Nott  for  me myself but for  the sake 
Off  the children left with me 

Ass every woman was weeping I found myself in tears too. 

9696 It is customary in Arab culture to appeal to one's spiritual wait, the "frien d of God"  or  Saint who has passed away. The wali serves as a 
kindd of spiritual intercessor. 
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Yaa Husaynnah, Ya Husaynnah! 

Inn these lines it is Sayyida Zaynab who is speaking to her  father, asking him for  aid. The people wanted 
thee problem solved quickly, but the walVs patience knew no end. She waited endlessly for  her  father's 
help,, hi the next verse Sayyida Zaynab expresses her  grief and complains to her  martyred brother  that 
theree is no rescuer  or  protector  for  her  after  his death. Stories such as these work to reaffirm the bonds 
betweenn the dead and their  living relatives; the laments themselves reinforce the nature of the bond as one 
off  kinship, even through the grave. The women were to say later  that they were profoundly moved by the 
veryy way this relationship with the dead is invoked, as in "Oh my brother" , for  instance. 

Ohh son of my mother, 
Myy heart is breaking 
Myy eyes red from tears 
Wheree are the rescuers? 
Wheree are the protectors? 
Yaa Husaynnah, Ya Husaynnah! 

Inn the next verse Sayyida Zaynab continues to complain about the lack of help. 

Zaynabb higher  on the hill , 
Callingg out to the world 
Noo one has come to put out the fires 
Thee fire in the tents 
Thee fire inside her  (from pain and suffering) 
Yaa Husaynnah, Ya Husaynnah! 

Butt  in the next verse she has accepted her  fate. By accepting God's will Zaynab showed her  faith. Death is 
soo terrible; these verses attest that it can prevent people from maintaining their  own faith. 

II  accept what was written 
Yourr  passing on, and me, 
Capturedd by the enemy 
Yaa Husaynnah, Ya Husaynnah! 

Butt  Zaynab is still not at ease as to who will carry on the message of al-Husayn. The notion of message is 
off  particular  significance to this study in that the recitations themselves serve as messages of the history. 
Byy singing about Zaynab's "passing on"  of what was written, the act of story-telling is presented as holy 
inn and of itself. The majlis itself is a passing on of history and of identity in the face of the enemy, which 
inn this case is the anti-Shi'it e forces in Iraq that forced their  exile. In yet another  verse, one sees again the 
parallell  between Zaybnab's heroic message and that of the Shi'ite women themselves. In this stanza, she 
doess not yet realize that she has been chosen by Heaven for  this task and, through implication, also by 
thosee present who are participatin g in this ritual. 

Zaynabb calling out, 
Whoo will carry my message? 
Whoo will preserve the legacy of my past? 
Yaa Husaynnah, Ya Husaynnah! 

Whenn the mullaya is satisfied that the women have reached the summit of pain and grief, she ends al-
wakefawakefa by leading all of the women in a recitation of al-Fatiha. Short al-g'da (sitting) then follows, where 
thee mullaya and the women first  sit for  a brief rest, drink water, and wipe away their  tears. Then the 
mullayamullaya again stands up and gives a brief lesson from the historical account of Zaynab's speech in al-
ShamSham (Syria) when she was brought as a prisoner  before Yazid and achieved a moral victory over  Yazid. 
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Sayyidaa Zaynab was a great, brave woman. She did not fear  the tyrant Yazid. She 
saidd to him, 'peace is upon you. Conspire as much as you will. '  Yes, his act was 
aa conspiracy against anal al-bayt But he did not succeed, because of Zaynab. He 
wantedd to kil l them and bury their  memories with their  bodies. But Zaynab did 
nott  allow him to do this. She said to him: 'Exhaust yourself with your  efforts, by 
God,, you will never  wipe out the memory of us.'  She was right,  the daughter  of 
thee prophets, the knowledgeable, the wise, and the woman of lights, the light of 
herr  ancestors and the light of her  own faith, and the sister  of al-Husayn. 
Greetingss from God to her. She is the truth that told Yazid that the memory of 
ahl-al-baitahl-al-bait was alive and will last forever  in our  hearts and the heart of their 
shi'it ee (partisans). Zaynab told Yazid: 'You will not die whilst we live. Disgrace 
wil ll  never  leave you. Is your  judgement anything except blunder? Are your  days 
anythingg but numbered? Is your  grouping together  anything but a scattering 
apart?' ' 

Thee mullaya moves from the lesson to the al-q'da poem and the women, still sitting, lightly beat their 
chestss to the rhythm of the poem and again join her  in reciting in unison the refrain. This poem is also 
aboutt  Karbala and the suffering of ahl-al-bait, but this elegy, like the lesson that has preceded it, is lighter, 
lesss painful. It contains a message of hope that the participants will take home with them. 

Afterr  twenty minutes of the al-q'da, the women stand up and listen as the mullaya recites a du'a (a 
personall  supplication). She asks, on behalf of all of the assembled women, Imam al-Husayn and Sayyida 
Zaynabb to mediate God's forgiveness for  all of them: 

Peacee upon her, the brave, the faithful . May God accept prayers for  her  and 
acceptt  us to be with her. Peace upon you the daughter  of the Khalif a (Deputy to 
thee Prophet). Peace upon you, the daughter  of Fatima. Oh God give her  my 
greetingss and salaams. Oh God does not make this my last gathering in her  name. 
Includee me in her  intercession (shafa.) Oh God the most Merciful and 
Compassionate.. This is our  sole petition: Oh Lady, grant us through God His 
blessingss and fil l our  being with glory. 

Thenn follows the prayer  that ends the majlis. It is a direct petition to God for  the forgiveness of sins and 
Hiss acceptance of the majlis, which the women all recite with her: 

Mayy God accept our  deeds in the best possible way. Oh God, do not take us from 
thiss world unless you are happy with our  deeds. Oh God, please fulfil s our  needs 
andd eases our  difficulties. Oh God, please cleanse the sins from our  hearts. Oh 
God,, speed the appearance of al-Mahdi, the awaited Imam. Oh God, please 
acceptt  us as his supporters and assistants. 

Butt  if the majlis has formally ended at this point, in another  sense it continues. While sandwiches, drinks 
andd Arabic coffee are served, the women can now talk to each other  about their  personal problems in the 
presencee of the mullaya. 

Duringg the majlis women talked about their  children's histories and problems at school. They also talked 
aboutt  their  observations about lif e in Holland and talked about their  personal emotions upon resettlement 
Fatrma'ss narrative during the majlis was a story that corresponded to and reflected the feelings of many 
womenn in the gathering. 

Too add anybody to your  company the Dutch need the official documentation 
.Noww I had nobody to rely on and even for  my close friends I could not tell them 
whatt  I felt. When I was ill I  could not blame anybody for  not visiting me since I 
kneww that everybody's circumstances were governed by family and household. I 
couldd not go to America and join my brothers since my husband and children 
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weree here. I have no plans to return to Iraq since my children [who were born in 
Holland]]  have grown up here. Ali could not understand Arabic but only Dutch 
andd I could not predict what type of government would follow Saddam if he were 
deadd I told the social worker  that I should obtain the Dutch citizenship since I 
couldd not return to Iraq and she promised to think about it. Whatever  the level of 
myy homesickness, here those people were merciful [the Dutch]. They always 
offerr  their  help to me. Somebody could come and take my children to the 
kindergartenn or  bring them from there or  even help in my household works when 
theyy felt I was lonely and ill.[prolonged silence].Then, (she continued) I would 
havee learnt the language if my mind were not so overloaded. I always think about 
thee future of my children in Holland. My other  kids in Iraq were another  source 
off  nightmares. I always dreamt of them and always I saw the police chasing me 
duringg my sleep. A couple of days ago I dreamt that my child in Iraq was in the 
holdd of a big snake and I was fighting to release him. I really do not know what 
wouldd happen to my children if I were dead! I could not explain all my fears and 
myy nightmares to my women friends since they might have their  own fears, even 
moree than mine! We gathered to have fun and nobody would be ready to deal 
withh those miserable stories of Iraq. In our  last gathering, while we were having 
fun,, a lady spoke about Iraq and all requested her  to stop it, since it would take us 
intoo pains and mourning. So, she changed the topic! (Prolonged silence). 

Fatima'ss story touched upon numerous issues that face Iraqi Shi'ite refugee women and their  families in 
thee Netherlands, including marital, economic, social, and psychological hardships. Throughout her 
narrativ ee is the constant worry about her  children's safety, both in Iraq and in Holland. Also present is the 
themee of alienation. Even when she describes the pleasure she has in the company of her  friends, she 
acknowledgess her  own hesitations in burdening the other  women with her  pains. 

Herr  stories wind colorfully from issue to issue in verbose and wordy language. Clearly the sheer  loquacity 
off  her  speech illustrates how important talking is to healing from the troubles she discusses. It is also of 
importance,, from an oral historian's perspective, that when Fatima does finally  bring her  narrative to a 
close,, it is with a prolonged silence that follows an anecdote about a woman chastised for  mentioning 
painfull  histories. When Fatima describes her  nightmare, it is as if the narrative has become too wrenching 
forr  the atmosphere of the gathering. Recognizing this, the practiced storyteller  that she is, Fatima closes 
herr  narrativ e on a light, amusing note that mirror s her  own situation. 

Fatima'ss story, to return to the content, serves as a valuable compilation of a series of recollections and 
autobiographicall  stories that most of the other  women present have undergone and thus can relate to. The 
expectationn that sooner  or  later  there will be a disaster  is so much a part of the Shi'ite collective 
consciousnesss and identity, as well as of the individual consciousness, that there are even those who, in 
culturall  terms, define peace as traumatic. Nevertheless, the women struggle to establish a sense of stability 
andd familiarit y within the labyrint h of new problems. 

Solimaa at another  point in the majlis, when the women are able to discuss their  own histories, does in fact 
sharee a traumatic moment with the group. Her  story concerns the act of gathering itself and how a majlis 
inn Iraq led her  to a terribl e experience of torture. 

Thee mourning ceremony was supposed to be secretly held, but a neighbor  of ours 
camee without an invitation. I did not know who opened the door  for  her. She 
attentedd the majlis with us in our  house in Iraq. Then the next morning at 8 am a 
policee officer  came to my house and took me to his office. They brought me back 
att  6p.m and dropped me at our  door  unconscious. I regained my consciousness at 
11p.m.. During the interrogation the man asked me about what we had been doing 
lastt  night. I told him that we had some guests and we were serving them with 
hospitality.. He turned on a recorder  and to my astonishment it was my voice 
talkingg during the mourning ceremony. All the stories I told and all the poems I 
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recitedd The man who was standing at my back during the interrogation, got very 
angryy when he heard the tape and pored a cold liquid on my foot. That liquid 
Medd my foot skin and flesh like eggs in boiling oil. I went into a coma and when 
II  awoke I found my father, mother, brothers and sisters all around my bed with 
palee faces. When I looked at my foot I saw my foot flesh was gone and only the 
boness were left hurting like hell. It was Sulphuric acid. During the interrogation 
theyy asked whether I was not afraid of them when I conducted the Ashura 
ceremony?? I said to him I fear only God and my Imams, but I was really afraid of 
them. . 

Thee sheer horror of Solima's story adds another dimension to the gathering. These women need the 
connectionn of fellow Shi'ites in the familiar setting of the majlis. Moreover, they derive healing and 
increasedd courage from the ceremonies themselves. These stories were told and many other stories were 
shared.. These women talked about their feelings, their unhappiness and about problems facing them and 
theirr families. At this point in the evening, the women are able to discuss the difficult times they may be 
havingg with their husbands and the difficulties of life in Holland in general. Some of the women had 
alreadyy contacted the mullaya, seeking her advice by phone prior to the majlis. The mullaya may now 
referr to those problems and provide her advice both for the benefit of the woman who has called her and 
forr the benefit of the other women who may also join in offering advice. After this session, the women 
gatherr their belongings, embrace each other in farewells of salaam, and return to their own homes. 

Reflectionss and analysis of the majlis: 

'Ritual'' was defined by Schubert as a performance involving an encounter with meaningful symbols. 
(Schubert,, 1999:74) As I have explained earlier the majalis al-qiraya ritual allows for reflection on the 
mostt powerful symbols of Shi'ite piety, through ahal al-bayt and the martyrs of Karbala. They evoke the 
rituall  characters of the sacred drama of Karbala and serve as metaphors for basic examples of Shi'ite 
piety.. Victor Turner observes that, like any really good secular drama, the metaphors in sacred dramas are 
alsoo "multivocaT, i.e. they signify numerous levels or voices of meaning simultaneously. (Turner, 1974: 
62-84)) This "multivocality" allows different interpretations and experiences during a ritual performance. 
Thee quality of the mullaya, along with the personal history of the listener, both have an impact on the 
experiencingg of the majlis. 

Symbols,, in and of themselves, are multivocal. In their elegies the women envisage Zaynab as the speaker 
andd the protector of ahl-al-bait. She is characterized simultaneously by defiance and helplessness. She 
symbolizess courage and resistance while in a position of pitiable defeat. Her plight is grim, yet, 
nevertheless,, Zaynab has rescued Islam, saved history, and kept alive the memory of ahl al-bait. Her role 
ass a symbol of defiance in defeat is her defining persona. Her prominence is also due to the fact that 
Shi'itee piety credits her with being the first to hold a majlis to mourn al-Husayn, which she accomplished 
whilee still in the hands of her captives in Damascus. Even more important is her rescue of Ali , the only 
sonn of Husayn to survive Karbala. She ensured the survival of her nephew and thus of the line of Imams 
throughoutt human history. Zaynab succeeded al-Husayn on his death, if not as a religious leader, at least 
ass an Imamic regent, protecting the life of the fourth Imam. 

Thee structure of ritual according to Turner allows the participant to delve into the subjective realm by 
establishingg a space separate from that of reality. (Turner, 1974: 62-84) He describes the liminality as 
meanss of exploring the symbolic "root paradigms" which transcend any particular moment of history and 
comee to convey the whole of history. The concept of root paradigms is a particularly appropriate tool for 
thee analysis of the Shi'ite rituals. Turner defines root paradigms as "certain consciously recognized 
culturall  models "which exist in the heads of the main actors" in social dramas, in this case in the 
consciousnesss of the mullaya and the women of committed rather than casual attendance. These 
paradigmss refer to current situations of the women in The Netherlands in that they refer to parallel 
situationss within a transcendant realm. In these ritual dramas, personal issues are framed "the cultural 
goals,, means, ideas, outlooks, trains of thought, patterns of belief and so on, which enter into these 
relationships,, interpret them and steer them towards alliance or divisiveness." 
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Forr Turner, these paradigms, like symbols, are "multivocal". They should not be regarded as mere ethical 
orr aesthetic guidelines. They "go beyond the cognitive and even the moral, to the existential domain and 
inn so doing become clothed in allusiveness, implicitness and metaphor." He argues that "paradigms of this 
fundamentall  sort reach down to the irreducible life stances of individuals, passing beneath conscious 
apprehensionn to a fiduciary hold on what they sense to be axiomatic values, matters literally of life and 
death.""  (Turner, 1984: 5-10) Turners comments on the nature of performance in rituals are especially 
illuminatingg in this analysis of the Iraqi Shi'ite women's ceremonies. The majlis preserves the memory of 
thee past through a transcendant invocation of the Holy Family. The symbols therein serve as the root 
paradigmm to their own pain, comprehension, and healing. In its function, the majlis represents an 
organizationall  framework for remembrance formed by individuals with not only common experiences but 
alsoo a shared sense of its relevant meaning. The similarities of suffering in these women's lives and in the 
lif ee stories of their religious symbols form an inviolable link that ties them with their past. 

Inn the majlis the Shi'ites are able to express their memories collectively, which in turn helps the collective 
formationn of the Shi'ite community in exile. This act of collective remembrance does not end with the 
linkingg of their own personal history with the history of their religious symbols, but in fact, goes beyond 
too affect the shaping and forming of their own collective history in exile. The Shi'ite worship together and 
rememberr together within the shared physical, cultural, emotional, and spiritual space of the majlis. This 
particularr ritual of the majlis of remembering while worshipping, has such a profound effect on people's 
livess and memories precisely because of the role of religion in providing the substance of the root 
paradigmss for traditional Muslims in general and the Shi'ite community in particular. As one woman 
mentionedd in her life history interview: 

Thee majlis became our secret place for sharing pain and suffering and discussing 
problemss we face in Iraq, and now in exile". For them the majlis became the 
safestt place for speaking of forbidden subjects particularly in Iraq where the 
governmentt policies severely restricted public discourse. 

Rememberingg one's own story within the majlis: 

Sincee the death of Imam al-Husayn in the sixth century the majlis has become and continues to be today 
ann active and continuous method of remembering. Its participants from generation to generation have 
formedd communities based on the shared process of memory. In the performance of the rituals of the 
majlismajlis each generation creates a strong relationship with previous generations. (al-Haydry, 1999) 
However,, the way of comprehending the past changes from generation to generation. In this study I will 
explainn how the Iraqi Shi'ite women in The Netherlands have privately constructed their life histories and 
howw their collective memory of the past has affected their private memories of their own self-history. 

Whenn these women come to the majlis to remember the pain and suffering of ahal al-bayt, they bring with 
themm their own experience of pain and suffering. These women have experienced both collective and 
individuall  traumas. They endured two wars and the harsh consequences of ongoing warfare and political 
oppression.. These traumatic events vary from the most personal torture, rape, and witnessing the torture or 
deathh of loved ones, to sharing in the collective trauma of a persecuted community. Some women narrated 
thatt they have witnessed all of this personally, while others narrated how they have shared in traumatic 
eventsevents by listening to stories told by others, frequently at the majlis in the gathering directly after the rites. 
Thiss is of particular therapeutic significance since it is well known that individuals who have survived 
concentrationn camps, bomb attacks, or who have suffered other violations or disasters frequently silence 
theirr own fears. It therefore takes a particular form of courage to overcome the pain of recalling those 
episodess of life in which excessive stress, shock, grief, and violence have been experienced. (Leydesdorff, 
1999:: 13) 

Thee Iraqi Shi'ite community has been the subject of varying degrees of persecution for much of the last 
thirteenn centuries, or since the death of al-Husayn. In the decades since the Ba'ath party seized power in 
Iraqq persecution and suffering has intensified in the form of deportation, torture, economic chaos, and, 
increasingly,, through the death or disappearance of family members, especially men, either through war or 
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throughh political repression. As discussed in previous chapters, as a result of this religious persecution, the 
Shi'it ee women became responsible for  the family, and this added still more burdens to their  shoulders. In 
additionn they were not allowed to publicly mourn the death of their  male relatives, thus their  pain often 
hadd no acceptable or  safe outlet 

Inn earlier  chapters devoted to the life histories of these women, first  as victims of persecution in Iraq 
(Chapterr  two), then as interim refuge seekers in Saudi Arabia (Chapter  Four), then as alienated resettled 
peoplee in The Netherlands (Chapter  Five). It is apparent that these women have suffered multipl e traumas 
duringg the last two decades. 
Thesee accumulated traumas were heightened by a sense of betrayal which has haunted these women from 
thee moment their  1991 Uprising was crushed by Saddam while the United States abandoned their  pledge 
too aid the Shi'ite's insurgence. More betrayals by the U.S. and its allies in the Gulf War  (Chapter  Five) 
followedd as the Iraqi refugees were promised immediate relocation in the United States when they crossed 
overr  into American-held Iraqi territory , but instead, were sent to the desertous Rafha refugee camp. This 
"temporar yy refuge"  unfolded into three years (1991-1993) of harsh isolation in the equivalent of a prison 
campp with a total deprivation of freedom. The sense of betrayal was intensified by the indifference and 
hostilityy of the neighboring Arab states (and in particular  Saudi Arabia), who played an instrumental role 
inn the American decision to betray the Uprising and who refused to accept any of the refugees for  re-
settlement t 

Thesee numerous traumas were reinforced by the women's acute sense of guilt about abandoning members 
off  their  families when they chose to flee Iraq and their  complicity (however  passive) in the break-up of 
whatt  remained of their  extended families at the time of re-settlement. The reflection of these traumatic 
experiencess can be observed in specific signals within their  narratives such as stories about nightmares 
andd fearful dreams. In addition to signals within the content of the narratives, often the presentations of 
thee narratives themselves would belie a sense of psychological anguish. Long silences, repetitive stories, 
andd losing oneself in the retelling of a traumatic event are all signs of repressed trauma. Gadi Benezer 
observedd similar  subconscious indications in his study of trauma signals in the lif e stories of the black 
Ethiopiann Jews who suffered multipl e traumas in their  passage to Israel through the Sudan. (Benezer, 
1999::  29-45) 

Al ll  of these personal experiences, due to their  profound effect on the women themselves, form a crucial 
andd undeniable layer  of the process of gathering together  to hold a majlis. Along with their  love and 
devotionn to ahl al-bait, their  allegiance to the religious symbols, and their  strong belief that in the 
sanctifyingg power  of this ritual,  the women also bring to the ceremony their  own specific needs and pains. 
Throughh this rite, the women believe their  own suffering can be utilized for  good. This belief, which 
manifestss as piety, constitutes the basis for  their  experience/expression of their  show of devotion within 
thee majlis. This entirety of the experience, the numerous levels it serves simultaneously, facilitates their 
involvementt  Grief is not self-serving in the context of this ceremony, but rather, serves as a rite of 
collective,, religious communing and remembering. 

Thee common skills shared by the women and their  mullaya are adaptability, the use of rhythm, the 
physicall  actions and the vocal use of call and response in chanting. The mullaya's role is to make women 
rememberr  the life histories of their  religious symbols and to emotionally involve the women in the stories. 
Forr  the rite to effectively serve its religious purpose, the women have to interact with this history, 
rememberr  and relive i t They must show their  piety and sympathy to their  religious symbols by weeping 
andd crying. The role of the mullaya is, thus, very important because she works dually as a facilitator  and 
ass a religious leader. The mullaya's primary role is as the leader  of prayers and symbolic rites; her 
subsequentt  role, however, is that of storyteller  and facilitator , wherein she uses her  communicative skills 
too involve all of the women in the ceremony. 

Bothh the leading and the facilitatin g are difficul t roles. Many outsiders, in tryin g to comprehend the 
complexitiess of the mullaya, often confuse the two. The mullaya, however, must have the ability to carry 
outt  both. The first capacity comes from a life-time of observing and memorizing the numerous elements 
off  the rites themselves, according to Shi'ite religious tradition . The second function, that of storytelling, 
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requiress a much more nuanced capability. Foremost, it is critical that the mullaya be able to listen to and 
follyfolly  comprehend the women's own stories and experiences as well as the telling of these life-stories (in 
thee sessions of dialogue that follow the rituals). Next, she must be able to recreate the essence of these 
storiess and their tellings so that she can invoke them in her talk that follows the majlis rituals. She absorbs 
thee nature and the rhythms of the women's own experiences and needs so as to pass them on in her own 
presentation.. It is a complete process. She commemorates the ordeals of the group by lamenting them in 
herr own adept, musical wording. Her recounts of their stories is a session of storytelling in its own right. 
Thiss storytelling is a part of keeping their history alive and passing it on to the next generation. It is also 
ann element of their religious obligation according to Hadith. The delivery of the narration has to be 
effectivee to make the audience listen. Hence the importance of the role of the mullaya as a storyteller. 

Thee mullaya opens the door back into history when she begins to recite the poetic stories of Zaynab. At 
thiss time, some of the women start to cry and repeat one line of the poem after three lines have been 
recitedd by the mullaya. This sequence continues until the women are crying real tears. Some of the women 
whoo could not bring tears to their eyes, nevertheless, had pronounced expressions of grief on their faces. 
However,, grief was not enough for the mullaya. Looking intently at the women's faces, she would 
continuee to recite in a form of weeping, eventually changing the poetic lament into a hymn or chant, 
which,, in turn, had a powerful effect on the women. At this point, I saw the tears flowing freely and 
unforcedd from their eyes. The chants the mullaya used to induce tears were meant to be narrated together 
withh the ritual actions of mourning. In Arabic, this is called ma'tarn. It is a term that signifies acts of 
lamentationn for the dead. In Shi'ite Islam it refers to gestures of mourning for the Karbala martyrs, most 
typicallyy in the form of repetitive, rhythmic and forceful breast-beating. The thudding sound of ma'tam, as 
aa group of participants slap themselves in unison, is a percussive accompaniment to the chanted laments. 
Thee human chest becomes a musical instrument. To appreciate this gesture fully, one must be aware of its 
performativee context. All those present, the young and the old, participate in the actions of ma'tam. Soon, 
thee room is filled with the steady, rhythmic beating of the breasts. This term, which is often used as a 
metaphor,, suddenly takes on a profound significance in its evocative actualization. As one can imagine, 
thee rhythm thus becomes an important dimension in the composition of the lamentations. 

Thee role of the mullaya: 

Thee mullaya " retells, reconstructs and relives history as sacred narrative. In retelling historical events, 
shee compels the Shi'ite to remember their history, connecting them with their past and allowing them to 
relivee their shared origins. In reconstructing historical events as poetry and reciting the sacred narrative in 
aa way that evokes emotion, she facilitates the women in achieving the desirable state of grief and act of 
weeping.. As storyteller, she works to draw the other participants into the stories by her skillful usage of 
symbolicc details and dramatic presentation. Solimia in her narrtive recalled how she became a Mullaya 

Sincee my childhood I used to gather my family and speak to them. I would only 
alloww them to go to the toilet after I had finished my speech. Later I began to 
observee my grandmother speaking in majalis and really dreamed of the day that I 
wouldd be like her. I imitated her hand movements and the expressions of her 
face.. I used to attend all of the ceremonies at the age of 15 years, although I was 
marriedd in a whole other city than mine! I used to leave my daughter with her 
grandmother.. My in-laws discouraged me, but I insisted. During my attendance I 
usedd to ask for the permission to speak in front of the "Grand Mulla". After a 
whilee people began to ask me to do the majalis for them. This happened as well 
inn Rafha and in Holland.The tradition of reciting and telling stories is an 
importantt part of our lives since it had connotations to our cause in Iraq. Now 
unfortunatelyy the youth are no longer interested in this type of art. Here my 
daughterss are no longer interested, and I am afraid that this sort of art and 
religiouss act will vanish from our house after my death! Now our children could 
nott feel our suffering and our cause in Iraq and they looked at it simply as 
backwardness.. Reciting needs interest and much training. Now I have received 

999 See FaDlallah, 1997:46-49; Addel Shafi'i, 1997:4-50; al-Haydry, 1997: 35-44 
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callss from women above fifty  years of age requesting me to train them in reciting 
inn spite of the fact that they were disinterested in this art while they were in Iraq! 
II  memorize many speeches, poetry and stories. I am a living book. For  women to 
learnn the art of reciting they have to train themselves by attending the different 
occasionss since any occasion has its own readings. The illiterat e women used to 
learnn the information and recitings by heart! The way one recited the story and 
toldd it might have been much more important than the story itself for  the 
audience!!  I became a mullaya at the age of 15 years. This titl e was not an easy 
taskk to attain. It requires the person to be courageous, able to speak clearly and 
loudlyy to audiences, and very knowledgable about history, especially the 
exciting,, important histories! During reciting one must be impressive and should 
takee people into tears while telling the story. Now people try to learn through the 
cassettee recordings. I used to do the memorization by myself alone. Some 
mullayatmullayat prefer  to do it in a group. But to serve the meanings of Imam al Husayn 
II  preferred to practice the majlis alone since sharing the recitations with others 
whenn they are not ready would give me the impression that my reward from God 
wouldd be less and decreased! 

Somee mullayat are more effective than others in this art of performance. In fact, many mullayat are able to 
makee a living from this ability . By providing a performance so intense that it unlocks repressed emotions 
andd enable these women to reconnect with the deepest levels of their  consciousness, the mullayat serve an 
importantt  therapeutic function that is often in high demand. 

Primarily ,, however, the role of the mullaya is that of religious leader, to provide meaning for  the death of 
thee Imams. She uses storytelling to unite her  audience on a common theme that is intensely experienced 
throughh the shared usage of what Tuner  referred to as root paradigms. The result is highly restorative. 
Seeminglyy meaningless traumatic events are given a deep and healing meaning that is shared collectively. 
Itt  is the meaning that is given to the event, rather  than the event itself, which then establishes a community 
off  communal memory and recovery. (Turner, 1994: 49) As such, the participants can also incorporate their 
presentt  sufferings into the greater  meaning that has been given the past events. For  instance, often, women 
includee their  private memories in this historical remembrance. Also, by discussing their  current problems 
andd sufferings, discourse about the present and future of the Shi'ite community is dealt with in these 
majalis.majalis. The majlis becomes a place where their  experiences, past and present, are articulated, and current 
challengess are maintained as part of the reality of the past. In the framework of historical remembrance, 
dayy to day plights are granted meaning by virtu e of their  context in these rites, and thus receive sacred 
statuss of Shi'ite survival in and of themselves. 

Inn Shi'ite Islam, as in the Jewish and the Christian traditions, as Zarecka mentioned in his book Frames of 
RemembranceRemembrance collective memory of the key 'events' of religious significance is built into the observance 
off  festivals, into the prayers, and into the calendar  itself. The Jews are indeed often referred to as a 'people 
off  memory' since virtuall y all of their  holidays are commemorative ones. The Jewish calendar  unifies an 
annuall  series of rituals and stories that each refer  to events throughout the history of the religion100. It was 
onlyy in the nineteenth century that 'Jewish history' as such shed its purely religious context to become an 
academicallyy legitimate subject of discourse for  Jews. (Zarecka, 1994: 57) 

Collectivee memory does not require a narrative of victimization of course. Memory can entail the recall of 
aa grand and glorious history of victories. Yet history supplies us with example upon example of the power 
inherentt  in a collective memory of oppression. Indeed Zarecka argues that for  remembrance of glory to be 
meaningfull  at all, it must also contain its own loss and agony. A mixed history, therefore, allows for  the 
bestt  shared memories of identity (Zarecka, 1994: 58). Framing an experience of persecution is, of course, 
enhancedd if there is already a shared sense of trauma or  pain, the combination of which defines 
'victimization' .. If suffering itself survives as a tangible memory, its rationalization often requires a 
cultivatedd consciousness (what Zarecka would call "ideology") . This entails framing the remembrance in 
categoriess of victim/oppressor. (Zarecka, 1994: 59-60) A community of memory necessarily centers upon 

Ass do other religious calendars, such as the Christian calendar being based on events in the life of Christ. 
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thatt very memory. When people feel a sense of connection with others solely based on shared experiences, 
thee experience itself is usually of extraordinary if not traumatic quality. The bond resulting from enduring 
trauma,, with time, serves as a key orienting force for the lives and public actions of the survivors. 
(Zarecka,, 1994: 47-48) 

Healingg trauma: 

Religionn shows most clearly its function of providing ultimate meaning for human life by integrating 
powerfull  and terrifying experiences, even death itself, into a comprehensive explanation of the reality of 
humann destiny. As we know, in Muslim societies, religion is central in the life of the individuals, and 
religiouss ideas are profoundly important in providing meaning for all the different sectors of society. From 
aa psychological perspective, these prayers and supplications, within religion in general and Islam in 
particular,, act like a mirror that reflects the inner core of the society. This mirror-like faith also serves to 
reflectt the people's experiences of repression, loneliness, and anxiety, thus facilitating their search for 
psychologicall  comfort, inner peace, and stability. 

Followingg Turner, I consider ail rituals in some sense or other, to be rites of passage because their purpose 
iss to produce change in the person or persons involved. This change could entail the social and public 
statuss of an individual or group or possibly the internal and invisible spiritual state of an individual or 
group.. It might serve as a reconfirmation of a condition that is expected but not fully experienced or 
articulated.. Even the notion that one becomes better informed about one's religion through participation in 
aa ritual can be seen as a belief about the efficacy of that ritual as a rite of passage, particularly if one 
believess that such knowledge is somehow transforming. 

Althoughh Turner originally developed this concept in explaining social dramas, root paradigms, as we 
observedd earlier, are also at the center of religious rituals. As Turner points out, these paradigms emerge 
duringg life crises, "...whether of groups or individuals, whether institutionalized or compelled by 
unforeseenn events." (Turner, 1984: 5-11) In one sense all rites-of-passage rituals are recreated life traumas 
inn which the participant is forced to re-encounter powerful symbols. This is particularly true in Shi'ite 
ritualss in which the participant is led to a point of intense suffering in order to re-connect with the 
individuals,, either symbolically or mystically, who embody the root paradigms of Shi'ite Islam. (Schubel, 
1993:: 5) 

Ass we have seen, the women participating in the majlis find comfort in the narration of the life stories of 
theirr religious leaders. The language used in describing the events in these life stories has a deep and 
specificc effect on them. Their belief in Shi'ism, their love for their Imams, and the connection that they 
receivee through remembering all have a powerful effect on the way they view their own suffering and 
theirr own traumatic experiences. The women remember their own history when listening to these stories 
becausee they have experienced similar events. During the ceremonies, the mullaya has opened the door for 
thee women to re-enter their own history. They are able to re-experience it as they start to recite with her, 
ass if they, too, have a part in the great lineage of Shi'ite history. The women are lifted from their own era 
andd their own sufferings. In this spiritual collectivity, they weep. After the weeping, the mullaya recites 
thee blessings of prayer and peace upon the Imam and ahal al- bayt, ending the ceremony and bringing the 
participantss back into the present reality. 

Theree are many Hadith (Traditions of the Prophet and the Imams) in Shi'ite Islam that state that weeping 
andd crying are good for reducing sadness and comforting the heart. Often quoted is the Hadith narrated by 
Abuu Mansur: "I was in a state of grieves for the death of my son and I complained to Imam al-Husayn 
aboutt my sadness." al-Husayn said "If you suffer from grief then weep. Weeping will comfort you."(al-
Amili ,, 1992: 55) Weeping rituals and collective mourning for al-Husayn play important roles in the 
mediationn and soul-saving process. Crying is an expression of sadness and pain for the loss of a loved one 
ass well as a source of comfort and relief for the weeper. According to common reports in their narratives, 
weepingg for al-Husayn is one of the main conditions for requesting his mediation. It is also an expression 
off  one's love and loyalty to al-Husayn. Moreover, tears are perceived as a method of expressing sympathy 
forr ahal al-bayt, for the tragedy and injustice that they suffered. Because weeping is the chief means of 
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sanctificationn and salvation on Judgment Day, you often find al-Husayniyat and majalis poets weep for  al-
Husayn.. Hence, in analyzing the religious significance of the expression of mourning, it becomes evident 
thatt  one of the objectives of majlis al-Azza al-Hussayni is the weeping itself. By achieving this state and 
encouragingg others to weep as well, one ensures one's own salvation and the salvation of others. 

Thee Shi'ite legacy of tragedy began with the martyrdom of al-Husayn in Karbala and continues with the 
failur ee of the Shi'ites over  the centuries in realizing their  principles and ambitions in the face of continued 
oppression.. The notion of the saving quality of pain, in keeping with the religious tradition , is translated 
intoo real life as continued sacrifice and martyrdom. Al-Husayn himself became the symbol of a rescue 
shipp because he sacrificed himself for  the sake of the Shi'ites. He chose the path of martyrdom due to his 
ownn patience, will , and sense of sacrifice on the part of himself, his family, and his fellow Muslims. 

Thee majlis provides a setting and a process for  relief. Sitting in a circle or  square and listening to the 
mullayamullaya provides a sense of structure, within which pain can safely be expressed. The ceremony affords a 
protectivee framework, enabling the women to unlock a part of themselves that has long been repressed for 
survival'ss sake. Withi n his protective framework, they have the permission to cry and to listen to other 
women'ss stories. Eventually women who would ordinaril y find it very difficul t to confide their  painful 
experiencess are transformed by the stories of the suffering of the ahl al- bait. Listening to the struggles of 
thee Holy Family, woman identify with a pain larger  man their  own, and are thus able to reveal their  own 
storiess as responses to the religious histories. The participants share their  pain together  within the utmost 
intimacy.. Sitting close together  in a square or  standing close together  in a circle also enables the women to 
respondd to each other's body language. A significant amount of the communication occurs non-verbally. 
Thee women participate in these chants of suffering, not only by chanting the retrains vocally, but also by 
rockingg back and forth to the rhythm of the chant and slapping their  chests and their  thighs in rhythm. The 
chants,, reinforced by body movement and gestures, enable the women to become one with the suffering of 
thee ahl al- bait. Physically, emotionally, spirituall y connected to these stories, the women's own histories 
naturallyy come to the surface. 

Thee traumatic experiences in the life stories of the Iraqi Shiite women in The Netherlands are complex 
andd numerous. In additional to interpersonal experiences of suffering, these women share the common 
traumaticc experiences of the two Gulf wars and the ongoing hardships of the refugee process. For  the most 
part,, these women do not reveal their  own pains, but, in these gatherings, following the intense relief of 
thee rites, the women are able to share with each other  their  nightmares, hallucinations and amnesia. 
"Thesee can be read as symbolic expressions of an experience which is difficul t or  impossible to make 
sensee of, assimilate, or  integrate with ordinary sense of oneself."  (Leydesdorff, 1999: 2) 

Inn the Shi'ite religious culture, the use of discussing terrifyin g events in one's life history in order  to 
overcomee the consequences of these traumatic events has its parallel in psychoanalytic theory and 
experience.. "Th e talking cure"(Breuer  and Freud, 1895:83), is based on the necessity of articulatin g the 
traumaticc experience to a listener  as a means of verifying the past and assimilating its significance into 
present-dayy life. (Leydesdorff, 1999: 3) For  the Iraqi Shi'ite women, this entails speaking out in order  to 
securee recognition of their  own suffering. To speak about trauma is to break through the silence that 
surroundss it The majlis provides these women with a historical explanation of their  trauma, victimization, 
helplessness,, and betrayals. They are able to construct, from the tellings of historical traumas (past) and of 
theirr  own traumas (present), connections and relationships between their  religious culture and their  own 
presentt  realities. 

Shi'it ee women have been talking in therapeutic poetic narrative about this historical past since the time of 
Zaynab.. What is symbolically significant, lending power  to the therapeutic effect, is that "th e talking"  is 
nott  in a form of testimony, it is a form of poetry that laments the suffering of the ahl al-bait with which 
thee participants can empathize. For  these women the majlis is an intensive group therapy which enables 
themm to escape their  own houses and realities and move into a protected framework or  environment of a 
carefullyy constructed shared commemoration. In this alternate space, they can listen and relate to their 
history;;  they can derive a positive sense of fulfillin g their  religious duty by their  very participation in this 
rite;;  and they can comfort each other  in the conversations that follow the intensive emotional release of 
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sustainedd weeping. 

Thee ceremony provides women who have accepted traditional definitions of gender roles a rare and 
valuedd opportunity for self-expression and leadership outside the household. For many women, the majlis 
providess one of the few occasions when they can exit their own houses, and meet and chat with other 
womenn in a communal space. The freedom this ceremony affords is a crucial gift of hope and healing for 
manyy of these women, who are otherwise isolated in the foreign society. Hope plays an essential role in 
thesee gatherings. The principle of hope as a savior in the act of waiting for Imam al-Mahdi is rooted in the 
memoryy and legacy of Shi'ism. It lives in the ordained passivity of the present and grows in an 
environmentt that is rich with anxiety and restless irritation for the coming of the savior. As long as this 
hopee lives in the consciousness of the people, it acts as an incentive to change the present. When Imam al-
Mahdii  appears, according to this belief, he will fil l the earth with justice, since it has seen nothing but 
injusticee and tyranny. There is even a common belief that the appearance of al-Mahdi is near since the 
worldd has been overtaken by tyranny and injustice in recent times. 

Howw recounting heals trauma: 

Psychologistss and historians have long analyzed the personal narrative of trauma survivors so as to 
comprehendd the ways in which meaning is conferred upon experiences of annihilation and destruction. 
(Herman,, 1992; Leydesdorff, 1992; Lifton, 1979) In my interviews with the Iraqi Shi'ite women, I found 
numerouss instances of traumatic survival methods. When women and men were talking about their life 
stories,, many remained very reserved in their feelings and expressions. Often, the interviewees were 
initiallyy hesitant as though in the absence of anything to tell. When probed, some women were unwilling 
too elaborate anything concerning the future. After discussing events she had made peace with, a woman 
mightt avoid topics she felt were insecure, shifting to other, safer, anecdotes. 

Itt is interesting to note, however, that the interviewees, even when describing the horrors or losses of their 
pastt never broke down in tears. This would be expected considering the extent of their pain, but crying 
wass not a reaction these men and women considered appropriate in this setting. (Abu Lughod, 1985:39; 
Abuu Lughod, 1993:38) 
Thiss attitude results from their Shi'ite teachings, as Abu Hamza al-Thumali has reported from Imam al-
Sadiq;; "Weeping and grief are reprehensible for man in all occasions for grief except weeping and 
showingg grief for al-Husayn ibn Ah. Only this is something which brings reward." It seems, then, that the 
underlyingg reason for the legitimacy of weeping for the ahl-al-bait, despite the reprehensible nature of any 
otherr grief, is that this outward emotion is not of a personal nature. Instead, it is connected with human 
emotionss in honor of a Divine Loss. It is rather, grief for a universal religious matter that includes Imam 
al-Husaynn and his revolution. This grief is not just a personal emotion; it is a holy sentiment based on 
principless by which the believer expresses her adhesion and adoption of the larger spirituality through an 
emotionall  expression. 

Cavareroo discusses the role of crying in the context of narrative experience. She frames her point with the 
storyy of The Odyssey. In this famous epic, Ulysses is seated as a guest in the Phaecian court, unnoticed by 
anyone.. The blind singer is singing a song of the Trojan War and explaining the valor and plight of 
Ulyssess himself. Ulysses, hiding among the audience, hears his own story being sung and 'weeps as he 
hadd never wept before.' Cavarero explains this interesting paradox as a classic case of the narration being 
ass strong or stronger than the actual event. The reason for this paradox is that only in the telling can a 
storyy achieve its full meaning. (Cavarero, 1997, 17) This describes the Iraqi Shi'ite refugees' situation 
eloquently.. During the actual period of warfare, including the Iran-Iraq War, the invasion of Kuwait, the 
subsequentt Gulf War, the Uprising, and the flee to the refugee camps, those involved had littl e time to 
process,, much less understand the significance of their hardships. Like Ulysses, it is not until after the 
eventsevents have taken place, and only in the voice of another narrator, can the tears begin to flow. 

Theree remains a difference, however, between Cavarero's point and the point I would like to make. 
Ulyssess is weeping over his own story, even though it is sung by someone else. The Iraqi women only 
weepp at the stories within their religion. The code of no emotion holds true when one woman is describing 
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thee plight of another  woman who happens to be in the room. Even then, I witnessed no crying. This makes 
thee women's stoic faith all the more impressive. Their  life-stories are not told in self-pity, despite their 
obviouss painfulness. The tears are saved for  the known, memorized, and collective stories of al-Husayn 
andd his family. They recognize the tragedy of their  own traumas only within the sacred tragedy of the 
traumass of the Holy Family. 

Traumaticc events frequently leave their  survivors with memories that seem frozen in time and "encoded in 
thee form of vivid sensations and images."  These characteristics predominate because, due to the stress of 
trauma,, "th e nervous system reverts to sensory and iconic forms of memory."(Herman, 1992: 38-39) 
Thesee trauma narratives are usually integrated into a larger  personal history through the redemption 
narrativess that frequently follow them. These narratives focus on either  physical rescue or  preservation 
fromfrom  evil, or  on the saving aspects of relationships that help the narrator  escape fear, alienation, or 
psychologicall  breakdown. Such stories focus on emotional bonds and on the processes of recovery that 
balancee the threats and tragedies. Often, redemption narratives include stories of victory and glory that 
servee to embolden the survivor' s sense of identity. (Rogers, 1994: 31). Redemption narratives can also be 
educationall  or  inspirational: the tellers uncover  the meaning of their  struggles within a social or  cultural 
contextt  Thus, the psychological and emotional wounds begin to be healed by the attentive love and 
connectionn that engender  through their  telling. (MacMahan and Rogers, 1994: 33) 

Thiss redemption is brought to a more profound level within the framework of the religious stories. A 
Shi'it ee woman does not need to shed tears for  the execution of her  son every time the memory arise in her 
heartt  Rather, she finds comfort in the history of the Holy Family. Upon finding a parallel story with Al-
Husayn'ss martyrdom and Zaneb's epic sadness at her  brother' s murder, the woman can find peace and 
solacee with the knowledge that she in not alone in her  pain. Her  mourning mirror s and thus finds solidarity 
withinn the historical mourning of Zaneb. The spiritual strength this gives to the Shi'ite community 
alleviatess a fundamental level of the personal as well as the collective feelings of loss and pain. 

Conclusion: : 

Onee of the main reasons for  the development prevalence, and the continuation of al- Husayn revival and 
commemorationn rituals is the existence of the tragedy of pain associated with the death of Imam Husayn, 
hiss martyrdom in Karbala, and his image as the savior  of the Shi'ites. The idea of saving and mediation 
(advocacy)) which is found in the sacrifice of Al-Husayn and his martyrdom is similar  to the Christian 
notionn of Jesus Christ the son of Mary, as the savior  of mankind. Historically , the Shi'ites were the first to 
introducee the notion of the divine savior  into Islam and connected it argumentatively to the tragedy of 
Karbala.. According to the Shi'ites' beliefs, the mediators between the divine and the lay believers are the 
Prophett  and the Imams, who are the descendents of the Prophet's line. 

MajalisMajalis al- qiraya occur  due to the belief that God has forgiven the participants' lapses or  transgressions. 
Forr  those involved, the esoteric elements of the rituals come to the forefront Others may feel that they are 
simplyy becoming better  Muslims by attending the majlis, where they will hear  lectures about Islamic 
historyy or  ethics, and thus become better  informed about the nature of their  faith. For  many participants 
thesee performances offer  an opportunity, through the sacramental rituals, to revisit and reconnect to the 
eventss of sacred history. This encounter  with sacred history, particularl y within the drama of Karbala, 
allowss participants to manifest solidarity with the Prophet and his family and thus with the Shi'ite 
communityy at large, for  them, the "tru e Islam."  The participants are thus, internally transformed and have 
alsoo reaffirmed their  loyalty to their  community. 

Althoughh these rituals of muharrm are shared in a communal atmosphere, the experience remains a 
personall  one for  each participant in that each confronts the symbols in a unique manner. The success of 
thee experience depends on how well participants are able to enter  into and relate to the Karbala narratives, 
butt  the nature of the experience is colored by the individual characters involved. Women bring a different 
sett  of experiences to the rituals than men, and the elders bring different sensibilities than the youth. In 
factt  each individual brings a unique personality to these events and thus, interprets and experiences the 
eventt  in a slightly different manner. The common response, however, is weeping. This invocation of one's 
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grieff  through its reenactment, in the company of those currently grieving, can ease one's own grief over 
thee death of a loved one. No one laments alone. The community that is lamenting, as a practice and a 
verball  genre, creates and affirm s a particular  relationships between pairs, pairs of mourners and pairs 
betweenn the living and the dead. Furthermore, these specific attachments may be seen as an attachment to 
God,, and to the wider  Shi'ite community. 

Ritualss engender  a feeling of group solidarity through communal acts of corporate devotion. The prime 
purposee of certain rituals may also be to focus people's attention on a "powerfu l other" . The participant 
mayy see the rituals as a "rit e of passage"  through which he or  she can be transformed and unproved, either 
throughh a change in social status or  through a transformation in spiritual station or  both. The Iraqi women 
makee sure that their  children attend this ritual.  They do this quite self-consciously, to preserve ritual 
traditio nn in a state of exile. Faith and love to ahal al-bait has to be seen and experienced. They practice the 
ritesrites in part to show and pass on their  faith to their  children. 
Althoughh I was an observer, it is important to note that I was in no way detached from the majlis 
experience.. I, in fact, wanted to and chose to engage in it. My mother  passed away in February 2000 and 
duringg the majlis of 2001, I felt a special interaction between the majlis participants and myself. I 
experiencedd the process of sharing my pain through remembering the pain of others. This experience of 
listeningg to the eloquent lamentations that describe the pain of a daughter  losing her  father  or  a sister 
losingg her  brother  led me relate to my own grief and led me to weep. And the experience was therapeutic. 
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